‘Sometime lurk I in a gossip’s bowl’ *

It seems fitting that our rebrand to Prior Park Alumni should be launched
in this issue of The Gossip bowl, which features the quietly inspirational
achievements, humbling personal journeys and triumphant successes of
some of our talented alumni. With the root of their success clearly evident
in their years at Prior, there is much to take pride in. We hope you will
be inspired by their stories.

In this issue:
– New President for PPA
– Alexa Garner & Children’s Hospice South West
– BAFTA successes
– Reunions: Classes of the 50s & Upper Vs of 1960
– Volunteering in Mexico, India and Ecuador
– Fond farewells
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From the

Headmaster

James Murphy-O’Connor

an important message to the community that
we are competitive and proud of the athletic
strength of the school. It would be wonderful
to link with local centres of sporting excellence
in rugby, cricket and netball so that our students
have a clearly designed pathway towards fulfilling
their talent as adults.
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The Prior Foundation now contains three
successful, thriving and happy schools. We
are delighted with the numbers and quality of
students joining us from The Paragon at 11+
and from the Prep School at 13+. Both Titus
Mills and Mark Pearce, Heads of these respective
schools, are doing sterling work on these fronts.
An important part of my vision is to expand The
Foundation even further with links to schools in
other countries. It is so important to plan for the
It is hard to believe that I have finished my
long term security of the school and I believe
second year as Headmaster. It has been a privilege that there is great reassurance in a group. At the
to be leading such a distinguished Common
same time I want the College itself to embrace
Room and such wonderful students. The College change. This year we have introduced a new
is in good shape with a full roll for September
Performance Review scheme and salary structure
and many exciting new initiatives occurring.
for our staff so that we can retain the very best
teachers and recruit outstanding new ones too.
In particular you will be heartened by the news
In terms of educational initiatives, Prior Park
that we have been granted planning permission
is surging ahead. Michaelmas Term 2011 will
for a sports hall, a long-held ambition of the College. see the introduction of a new, two week timetable
which will allow us to more effectively deliver an
innovative and challenging curriculum with the
introduction of IGCSEs for 16+ exams and
a whole array of new qualifications such as EPQs
(Extended Project Qualification) at A Level.
College results have improved consistently
Prior Park has developed a reputation The
since league tables were introduced and I would
very much like to see us in the top 100.
for sporting excellence over many

years with both boys and girls
representing the school at the
very highest level.

Our reputation for team spirit is well known
on the South West circuit and I am very proud
of this. Of course, first and foremost, our
students need outstanding coaching and
I can happily report to you that we have this.
A sports hall complements this and sends out

I welcome Tony Bury as the new PPA President
and look forward to working with him. I would
also like to take this opportunity to thank the
outgoing President, Christopher Liu, for all his
hard work and service to the College. We will be
looking for ways to foster the close bond with
the PPA in the next 12 months and especially
by keeping you informed of our progress, and,
also, by planning for members of the PPA
to help us to advise the current students on
university choices and career aspirations

President’s

significantly the learning and development that
So, on a practical level how do we go about
I have gained throughout. I am extremely grateful achieving these objectives?
to my teachers at Prior Park for providing me
with the platform for such a journey.
We will be focusing on updating and developing
our database of former pupils so that we better
Whilst the focus on sport remains a central part reach out to each one of you. As you will know
of the life of College, the teaching, pastoral care, the Mansion fire in 1991 destroyed the majority
Tony Bury music, drama and ambience is so uplifting that
of our records. So we will rebuild this database and
one has to question whether in fact the place
bring it up to date by the end of the calendar year.
truly remains unchanged? A recent example
comes to mind. At my first PPA event after
We will be developing an integrated website,
becoming President, we were saying farewell to
linked to facebook, twitter and linkedin so that
three members of staff (Margaret Ruxton, Susan we are able to build our community through the
Ashby and Richard Wells) who collectively
utilisation of social media as well as other tools.
had given over 60 years to the College. Former
pupils Julia Reichwald (now Julez Hamilton),
Through each event we will create the opportunity
Bruce Walcroft and Kasia Mills, on hearing of
and environment for former pupils within each
the departure of Richard Wells, not only Head
year, and across years, to engage and collaborate.
of Science, but the producer of 32 musicals,
requested that they put on a short musical
We have changed the name of Prior Park
concert in the John Wood Chapel in their
Association to Prior Park Alumni (as you
honour. Richard had been their inspiration,
will have seen from the rebranding) to more
and they could not let him depart without
appropriately represent our activity which in
giving him their own version of “thank you”
addition to life membership for former pupils
by singing their concluding song, ‘For Good’
will encompass honorary membership for staff,
from Wicked by Stephen Schwartz.
present and past, associate membership for
past parents plus Sixth Formers will continue
So why have I taken on the role as President of
to be introduced into the PPA on a defined
When my year group left school aged 18, in
the PPA? I have become conscious that there
membership basis whilst they are at school.
1970, it seemed we programmed ourselves to
is a critical need for us to act as ‘elders’ to the
depart from the College as soon as we possibly
younger generations, by serving them not only
We would like to hear your opinion on ways in
could after sitting our last exam. A minute’s delay as part of our own life journey but also to provide which you believe that the PPA should address
seemed too long and friends departed without
guidance, advice, mentoring and support, to
your needs and requirements and we would
the time to say their farewells.
enable them to meet the daunting challenges
like to understand each member’s ability and
of the future, many of which may have been of
willingess to contribute to our community
I have however always maintained contact with
our generation’s making! We have, within the
the College through different channels; former
PPA community, such a talented resource which Please do contact me, Tony Bury on:
ppapresident@priorpark.co.uk
pupils, teachers and students. From the dark days I wish to reach out to, so that we can act as a
when the future of the College was in jeopardy
conduit between the ‘elders’ and the younger
or Debbie O’Bryan on:
as the Christian Brothers announced their
generations. To achieve this I have identified
ppa@priorpark.co.uk
withdrawal, to joining, and occasionally winning, three really challenging objectives in which
the Annual PPA Golf day, to attending PPA
I need your support:
committee meetings over the years, and talking
to my niece and nephews whilst they were
We need to rejuvenate our community with
studying at Prior.
the PPA acting as a catalyst for the renewal of
friendships and relationships between former
In March 2010, I had the honour of accepting
pupils, former parents and the College.
There is nothing like returning
an invitation to join the Board of Governors
of the Prior Park Educational Trust, and then
We need to harness the knowledge and talents of
to a place that remains unchanged
in January 2011 I had the pleasure of taking
the PPA community for the benefit of the College,
over as President of the PPA from Christopher
former and current pupils, parents and teachers. to find the ways in which you
Liu. I would like to thank Christopher for his
Examples of how this can be achieved would
yourself have altered.
outstanding contribution to the PPA and former be through the provision of internships, work
pupils over the five year period of his Presidency. experience, mentoring, careers advice and
the sharing of our life experiences.
40 years after leaving the College, I return to
a place that remains physically unchanged, whilst We need to support the College financially to
Nelson Mandela
I have changed significantly along an extremely
enable them to meet their planned objectives
challenging and rich journey. Building a happy
and develop themselves through specific projects
life with my wife, daughter and friends, building such as the much needed new sports hall as well
and then exiting a successful entrepreneurial
as a range of smaller projects.
business and establishing a charity – but most

Letter
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In conversation with

Alexa Garner

Take Pride in Prior Park’s People
Interview by Debbie O’Bryan
On a weekday evening in November 2010,
the glorious Academy Hall at Prior formed
the backdrop to the Rank Fellowship annual
charities event, hosted by the College. Rank were
showcasing some of the charities they sponsor
in the South West, giving the organisations the
opportunity to promote their cause, to network
and to share best practice. This is where I first
met former pupil, Alexa Garner, from the
Class of 2002, who was representing Children’s
Hospice South West (CHSW), for whom
she has worked for the past three years.
Alexa gave a remarkable, warm and memorable
speech about working for the charity, and the
sense of pride on the faces of the audience,
which included the present Headmaster James
Murphy-O’ Connor, previous Headmaster
Giles Mercer, and current and previous
students, was very real.

opened Little Bridge House near Barnstaple in
1995. They then went on to convert Charlton
Farm outside Bristol in 2007. Alexa became
involved in 2008 as Trust & Grants and
Community Fundraiser for CHSW.
Alexa was soon promoted to full time Trusts
& Grants Fundraiser, where she is currently
working towards funding a third hospice in the
Cornwall area. “There is no escaping the sad
reality of providing care for life-limited children
and their families. But as staff we are inspired
everyday by the strength and dignity of the
families we care for and they are the inspiration
to work tirelessly to raise the funds needed
to keep CHSW running” she explained.

CHSW serves a vast area from South
Gloucestershire to Cornwall where there are
currently over 1,000 families with a child with
a life-limiting condition (meaning they are
not expected to reach adulthood and whose
prognosis may be weeks, months or years).
Speaking of her fond memories of the Prior
CHSW offers support at its hospices – both
community and the teaching staff who encouraged medical and emotional – to the entire family,
her to ‘follow her dreams’, Alexa also outlined
including the well siblings, parents and anyone
how the academic rigour she learned at Prior,
directly involved in caring for a child.
and which she developed whilst gaining a 2:1
in History at Exeter University, had stood her
Alexa explained that “family life changes forever
in good stead in her current role, where she is
when a child is diagnosed with a life-limiting or
Trust & Grants Fundraiser for the charity.
life-threatening illness. Families caring for their
child face the most unimaginable challenges
Following graduation Alexa had an epiphanous
every day and can feel exhausted and alone.
moment whilst watching a BBC 2 documentary However, families also experience many days
about a children’s hospice in Oxford, ‘The
of love, joy and fun to treasure forever. CHSW
Children of Helen House’ which inspired her
provides care for every member of every family
to find out more about the role of a children’s
- our mission is to support them in making the
hospice and whether there was a more local
most of their child's short and precious life.”
hospice. Alexa discovered Children’s Hospice
South West who had just opened a Somerset
The various services that the hospices
based hospice, Charlton Farm, just outside
provide include the following:
Bristol and was determined to get involved.
Children’s Hospice South West was founded
Respite care - a break from the responsibility
by Jill and Eddie Farwell whose own life-limited of 24 hour care which is made to feel like
children, Katie and Tom, had benefited from
a family holiday (families have an annual
care at Helen House. The Oxford hospice was
allocation of bed nights for planned respite
the closest hospice to the Farwell’s Devon home care and short breaks)
but, being a four hour drive away, the regular
travelling was exhausting for the family.
Palliative care - delivering that level of care
and liaising with medical agencies, plus acting
Eddie and Jill subsequently established Children’s as a permanent care link when the family
Hospice South West (CHSW) in 1991 and
is back at home
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Emergency care - linked to the child’s condition
or to a family emergency when extra support is
needed and sometimes as a stop-gap between
hospital and home

Building work started in April 2010 on a third
children’s hospice in Cornwall, to be called
Little Harbour. To date over £4.6 million of
the £5 million capital target has been achieved,
thanks in good part to Alexa’s work. CHSW can
End of life care - facilities at the hospices include currently support up to 400 children and their
a multi faith sanctuary room which can be used
families each year between Little Bridge House
for quiet reflection and even funeral services,
and Charlton Farm, and when the Cornish
plus the special children’s bedroom, Starborn,
hospice is operational, that will increase to 500.
where after a child has died, their body can be
“For those families living in the Cornwall and
laid in the Starborn bed for up to 10 days before Plymouth area, having an accessible children’s
a funeral, providing families with the time and
hospice on their doorstep will make a massive
space to say goodbye.
difference,” she explained.
The emphasis at CHSW is on individuality and
positive support for the child’s and family’s wishes,
whatever they may be. Bedrooms are personalised
ahead of each child’s visit with favourite toys,
books and even favourite bed linen. The family
areas within the main house, the play and therapy
facilities and the accommodation for family
members all combine to create a home-fromhome environment for families to enjoy. The
hospice facilities and all the staff are sensitive to
the needs of separated parents, since the divorce
rate amongst parents with life-limited children
is over twice the national average. Underpinning
all the specialist care, is recognition of the impact
of loss and the need to counsel and support the
individual children and the surviving family
members – CHSW’s bereavement support
continues for as long as a family wishes.
After the Rank event, Alexa invited me to an
open day tour at Charlton Farm, and I was
deeply moved by my visit. The professionalism
of the staff, and the calm and supportive
atmosphere were in evidence in every small
detail; the facilities and specialist therapy rooms
are first class, equipment is spotlessly clean and
the curved light-filled walkways, decorated with
children’s artwork have no sense of hospital about
them. The feeling is more of a homely, warm
and uplifting space with incredibly thoughtful
design detail, driven by Jill and Eddie’s first-hand
experience of caring for their own children.
“The death of a child is marked at the hospice
by a glass star (if a child is in Starborn) or a glass
sunflower (if the child is not at the hospice)
which is hung in all the entrances” explained
Alexa. “It never gets any easier to see a Star
or Sunflower in the window.”
“But my job is not a sad one” she went on. “There
is great joy in knowing that you have helped in
some small way to make an unbearable situation
even just slightly more bearable” for the children
with terminal diagnoses and their families. Alexa
often has the opportunity to speak to parents and
to hear what a lifeline the hospice represents for
them, “a humbling experience” she says.

Once Little Harbour is up and running, Alexa’s
work will focus on revenue fundraising to cover
the charity’s combined annual running costs;
the expert care CHSW provide is expensive, it
is also vital. When asked what friends and alumni
of Prior Park could do to help, Alexa replied
“there are so many ways you can get involved so
please do get in touch with me – we have loads
of fundraising ideas and events and it would be
my pleasure to welcome any friends or alumni
to Charlton Farm on one of our monthly open
days.” Please contact Alexa directly on
alexa.garner@chsw.org.uk or look at
CHSW’s website www.chsw.org.uk.
I will leave the last words to a story Alexa shared
during her speech at the Rank evening, which in
her view, gives a sense of the difference CHSW
are trying to make:
As an old man walked along the beach at
dawn, he noticed a young man ahead of him
picking up starfish and throwing them into
the sea. Finally catching up with the youth,
he asked him why he was doing this. The youth
answered that the stranded starfish would
die if left until the morning sun.

“But the beach goes on for miles
and miles and there are millions
of starfish” countered the old man,
“How can your effort make any
difference?” The young man looked
at the starfish in his hand and then
threw it to safety in the waves. “It makes
a difference to this one,” he said
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two thousand
Class of

BAFTA successes

Take Pride in Prior Park’s People
In conversation with Michael & Ben Please

A fundamental part of the film’s artistic integrity
is its atmospheric soundtrack, created by Mikey’s
“Winning was incredible – it was a surreal and
older brother Benedict (Class of 97). Music
almost out of body experience” said former student has always been a central part of Ben’s life and
Michael Please (ex PPC 02) of his red carpet
since leaving Prior Ben took a gap year to teach
experience at the BAFTA Awards night in February music in a secondary school in Tanzania, before
2011. Mikey’s nine minute animation, The Eagleman studying natural science at Magdalene College
Stag won in the Short Animation Category.
Cambridge (where he got the top first in his
year). Following university, Ben co-formed
Mikey made the stop-motion short film as his
indie-folk band Urusen with his cousin Peter
second year project for his Masters in Animation Beatty, also an alumnus of Prior (Class of 93)
at the Royal College of Art. The film was based
and they have recently recorded a third album
on a story he had written some years earlier about produced by Steve Osborne (of KT Tunstall,
a man called Peter Eagleman who is obsessed with
Happy Mondays, Elbow and U2 fame).
his changing perception of time, and, in particular, Alongside Urusen, Ben started writing music
with how little time he has left! Following The
for short dramas and animations for the BBC,
Eagleman Stag’s premiere at The Sundance Film commercial channels and for his brother’s work
Festival it went on to win the BAFTA as well as
(including earlier films Glen’s Gloves and Crone).
prizes at South by Southwest, Clermont-Ferrand, Interestingly, the former Director of Music at
the Los Angeles Film Festival, Seattle Film
Prior, Richard Dunster-Sigtermans had predicted
Festival and a Royal Television Society award
that Ben would end up doing music for films!
amongst others. It’s now eligible for an Oscar!
Eagleman Stag was a fascinating project for
Tracing his progress since leaving Prior, Mikey got Ben – Mikey wanted the soundtrack to be big
a BA Hons in Technical Arts & Special Effects
and orchestral, the kind of score Ben had always
from University of the Arts in London (Wimbledon been keen to write. The two brothers worked
College) and then worked for a couple of years as together because the music had to be composed
a young director with animation studio, Picasso
in tandem with the animation process; truly a
Pictures. He then embarked on his Masters at the fraternal collaboration, since both brothers know
RCA, allowing him to spend time learning the
just how much life a good sound design can give
craft of short animation and pursuing his own
to an animation! The music to Eagleman was
creative projects. Mikey’s work allows a perfect
performed by a quartet from Bath called The
marriage of his two major passions; storytelling
Stringbeans, with Ben playing harpsichord.
and making things. “These films are an amalgamation
of so many creative processes; writing, sculpting,
And so it was that both Please brothers went
design, photography, acting, sound and music
up to receive the BAFTA award at The Royal
that I can’t imagine a more satisfying mode of
Opera House on Sunday 13 February 2011.
expression. It’s the Frankenstein monster of art”.
‘I got to meet Tim Burton and geek out about
stop-motion at the Weinstien afterparty’ said
Mr David Wood, Head of Art at PPC recalls
Mike, and Ben talked to Helena Bonham-Carter
Michael’s ‘penetrating 3-D modelling and
‘so I think we were both pretty happy!’
immensely focused drawing talent’ – ‘a rewarding
student who was always willing to think the
Looking to the future for this talented duo,
other thought’. Mr Wood still has Mike’s Form
Mikey has secured first stage funding by Film 4
IV shark model in the art room!
to work on a feature script, based around another
of his own stories, and more details on his work
There are no regular television slots for short
can be found on www.mikeyplease.co.uk Urusen
films and so on completion of The Eagleman Stag were in the Glastonbury line up this year and more
Mikey submitted his work to all the film festivals information on Ben’s other festival appearances
– with incredible success. You can see a short clip and work can be found on his websites
of the BAFTA winning film on Mikey’s website
www.benedictplease.co.uk and www.urusen.co.uk
www.mikeyplease.co.uk
6
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Tula Penfold

Liz Blackledge
The King’s Speech starring Colin Firth, Geoffrey
Rush and Helena Bonham-Carter swept
the board at the BAFTA awards ceremony
in February 2011 and went on to pick up
the major Oscars for Best Picture, Best
Director, Colin Firth as Lead Actor and
Best Original screenplay.
Former pupil, Elizabeth Blackledge (Munton)
from the Class of 2004, has a credit on this
stunningly successful film. She was Commercial
Manager at Prescience, a film financier which
provided two-thirds of the £9 million budget
for The King’s Speech through its debt fund
Aegis . This sum provided the gap financing,
effectively acting as a lender, discounting the
pre contracted aspects of the finance (such as
territory presales or government tax credits).
The film has already taken more than £150m
at the box office worldwide, and proceeds
could eventually exceed $500m, about a fifth
of which would be profit – a huge return
on the £9m it cost to make.
Since leaving Prescience, Elizabeth now works
as an Investment Associate for Ingenious, the
UK’s leading media investment and advisory
company which has raised more than £5
billion to invest in film, TV, games, music
and live events. Ingenious films vary from
independent low budget British features
such as Shaun of the Dead, to large scale
productions such as Avatar; the highest
grossing film of all time. The Ingenious group
remains the largest independent investor in the
media market with investors spanning from
media companies, institutional investments,
corporate investors, high net worth individuals
and retail investors. Elizabeth specializes in
corporate opportunities for owner managed
businesses as well as government incentivized
offerings such as Enterprise Investment
Schemes and Venture Capital Trusts; all of
which invest in film, TV and live events

Back in the spring of 2010, Tula Penfold (now
Head of ICT at Prior) and Jake Heather joined
forces to try and reach out to every former
student in their year group. And it was thanks
to their efforts that so many returned to Prior
on the evening of 27 November 2010 to celebrate
that 10 year milestone. The old boys and girls
met at the College for a drinks reception in the
Mansion Hall where a number of their former
teachers joined them, including Dr Mercer and
his wife, Mrs Ashby and Ms Blake (Mrs Mercer).
A lot of bubbly was consumed as the stories of
the last 10 years unfurled!
The classmates and their old headmaster then
moved down to the Refectory, where the
Catering Manager, Trevor Phillips and his
team, served a fabulous dinner.

The wine continued to flow and
after a few speeches, the group
descended upon Bath to a variety
of pubs and clubs.

It was wonderful that so many people made the
effort to get back to the College, especially those
who came from overseas. A great evening was
had by all and the Class of 2000 look forward
to another reunion in a few years time
Attended by: Tula Penfold, Jake Heather, Alexi Argyris, Jack
Ashby, Katie Barrett, Tom Breslin, Elisa Castle, Andrew Clark,
Angus Dawson, Louise Foulkes, Francine Graham, Beatrice
Hammill, Helen Jones, Thomas Marshall, Patrick Meehan,
Chloe Morris, Alexandra Munn, Andrew Nolder, Victoria
Pettemerides, Sophie Pitt, Tianna Rounds, Andrea San
Roman, Hannah Walker, Mark Waters, Sophie Willingale,
Dean Dokic, James Miles, Geoff Chang, Dom King, Dom
Bonnet, Barnaby Eager, Ross Hanbury, Jenny Coton, Lauren
Bakic, Harry Blathwayt, Charles Love, Neil Andrews
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new

Does anyone remember the bomb, made with
ingredients from the chemistry laboratory, that
the boys set off in the woods? Who could forget
it! Some of those responsible for the resulting
1 metre deep and 2 metre wide crater were
sitting around in the Academy Hall enjoying the
reunion of the Classes of the 50s. As the old boys
reminisced about some of their more memorable
schoolboy pranks, Tony Pickford confessed to
being one of those severely punished for regular
jaunts around the interior and exterior upper
parapets of the school Chapel (which if you were
to sit in the Chapel now and look up it would
terrify you!). Richard Blenkin and Patrick Mason
were overheard discussing a boxing match final
at Cricklade where they ‘beat the hell out of each
other!’ but to this day both had thought the
other the victor...

The College and all its music lovers owe a debt
of gratitude to former pupil and renowned eye
surgeon, Christopher Liu (ex PPC 79) President
of the PPA from 2005 to 2010 and faithful
patron of Prior Park College. Christopher’s
passion for music has been expressed in generous
financial support to the Music Department
which has allowed the school to commit
to buying an élite hand built Fazioli Italian
grand piano for the John Wood Chapel.

The reunion, embracing a decade of year groups
who left Prior between 1949 and 1960, was
organised by Andy Owen and Patrick Mason.
The event was held at the College to coincide
with the Old Boys rugby match and the school
rugby fixtures on Saturday 18 September 2010.
The old boys gathered for a drinks reception
in the Mansion Hall at midday and took their
drinks out onto the Portico to enjoy the views.
Although the weather was lovely, the reunion
date unfortunately clashed with the timing of the
Pope’s UK visit and in particular on this day, the
Pope’s Mass at Birmingham. Cardinal Cormac,
John Twist S J and Denis Headon were amongst
others with the Pope.

Those present included: Brian Auty , Richard
Beamish, Richard Blenkin, Jim Coelho, Ed
Gilmore, Kerry and Michael Harding, John Hely
(ex PPC 58 and younger brother to Michael),
Patrick Hopton, Fernando Sanchez (one of
four brothers all at Prior), Tony Jiggins Senior,
Bernard Kelly QC (ex PPC 51, awarded an
honorary QC for his services to the oil industry),
Patrick Mason, Alec Motts, Andy Owen, Alan
Olsen (ex PPC 56, a solicitor whose final post
was as Chairman of an immigration court in
West London), Michael Oura (ex PPC 56,
former Headmaster of Beechen Cliff school in
Bath), Anthony Pickford, Ian Reid (ex PPC 58,
played rugby for London Scottish and the Army
and Scottish trialist), Paul Taft, Tony Watts
(a Professor at Cambridge who led the Careers
Research Advisory Council and was awarded an
OBE) and Michael Stevens. The list of apologies
was long and came from all over the globe.
After lunch the reunion group enjoyed a conducted
tour of the College, led by Sixth Formers, taking
in old haunts and new. A visit to the newly
refurbished swimming pool ended with a wet
shoe and sock when somebody accidentally
plunged into the footbath whilst efforts were
still being made to locate the light switch!

The reunion party cheered on the College
rugby teams (adding their own joyful comments
from the touchline!) and later, revived with
a College match tea, several strolled back up
to the Monument field to support the Old Boys
rugby. As the daylight faded, some headed
The fabulous buffet lunch provided by the
down to Bath to enjoy dinner at the Beaujolais
College Catering Manager was served in the
Restaurant. Here, they returned to the topic
Academy Hall (which used to be the venue for
of schoolboy pranks and recalled, amongst other
this generation’s orchestra practice) with guests
‘causes célèbres’ the skeleton keys episode! The
seated beneath its incredible plasterwork, so
keys were cut to allow the boys passage through
beautifully restored after the fire of 1991 which
various forbidden school doors and gates for
gutted the top floor of the Mansion. 22 old boys, outings to the village pub. One day a knowing
some with wives and partners alongside them
schoolmaster had mislaid his own keys and
joined the lunch, together with the Headmaster asked to borrow the boys’ set! Of course they
James Murphy-O’Connor and the PPA President denied all knowledge...
at the time, Christopher Liu, his wife Vivienne
and young family.
Those who attended thought the reunion both
successful and thoroughly enjoyable, so much so
that a similar event is being considered for 2012
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Fazioli Piano

Decade of leavers from the

The evening was also a great opportunity
to catch up with Max and Zoe’s news:

Max’s first qualification since leaving school in
2006 was a JAR private pilot license and he then
gained his BA in Archaeology with first class
honours from Cardiff University. During his
undergraduate years he spent two summers in
Eastern Crete, washing pottery from the excavations
of the classical city of Praisos led by Professor
James Whitley (Cardiff University) previous
Director of Music, Roland Robertson explained Director of the British School at Athens. Max
the nature of this very glamorous instrument:
has just completed his MA in Archaeology
‘the Fazioli piano can open musical doors that
(of the Eastern Mediterranean and Middle
other pianos cannot... doors into new worlds
East) at University College London and is
of sound, expression, delicacy, colour and
predicted a distinction. He has been based
interpretation – doors that our young pianists
at Goodenough College in Bloomsbury
now have the opportunity and challenge to open London where he set up and continues to
over the coming decades’. We are grateful too to
run the Archaeological Society. He hopes to
old boy Walter Meigh (PPC 37-41) who kindly
commence his Doctorate this year at Merton
donated the black velvet Fazioli cover that keeps College in Oxford – but funding is limited.
this wonderful instrument safe from accidental
Max’s research interests lie primarily in how
knocks and dust!
Phoenician transhipment instigated a revolution
in Mediterranean economy and society in the
The subtlety of interpretation that the piano
Early Iron Age (c. 1200 – 800 BC) and his
allows was crystal clear to the audience at the
ultimate ambition is to become an academic.
Fazioli Welcome Concert on Saturday 14
Currently Max is to be found in Israel,
May. Several gifted pianists took to the stage,
participating in an excavation at Tel Dor,
including Christopher’s own children George
a Phoenician trading city on the coast.
and Sophia, staff member Kate McCarey, current maximillianbuston@googlemail.com
music scholars Theo Elwell, Lizzie Daniels
Zoe (also of the Class of 2006) was awarded a
and Ollie Thompson and talented alumni,
choral scholarship to St Peter’s College, Oxford,
Maximillian Buston and Zoe Bristow. The
where she studied Music. At Oxford, she enjoyed
programme included an interesting variety of
a variety of challenges, musical and otherwise,
pieces which showcased the piano’s versatility –
from singing in operas to organising College
from the opening Élégie by Cecile Chaminade,
balls. After graduating with first class honours
to Arc-en-ciel from Musique d’enfants by Sergei
in 2010, Zoe embarked on a Law Conversion
Prokofiev, Nocturne No. 18 in E by Frederic
Chopin, ’Swonderful by George Gershwin and
course in Bristol. She has been studying for law
exams and should the cramming pay off, will
Jazz Prelude by Joseph Makholm. Max played
be moving to London in August 2011 to start
a beautiful and rarely heard Sibelius piece her training with a commercial solicitors’ firm.
Romance in A major Op. 24 and Zoe pulled
zoebristow@hotmail.co.uk
up a seat beside Mr Robertson and they
entertained us with the joyful Allegro from
Both have promised to return to play
Sonata in D for Piano Duet by W. A. Mozart.
The concert closed with Praeludium XXI, BWV the Fazioli for us again
866 from the Well-Tempered Clavier by J. S.
Bach, the 2nd movement of Sonata in C,
No. 10 by W. A. Mozart and Etude Op. 25,
No. 1 by Frederic Chopin.
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Puerto Vallarta
- Jalisco
Fiona Rae

Fi won support from the PPA for her impressive And after helping the Maestra in their school,
plans to take a year out and work at an orphanage I have new-found respect for any teacher with
in Mexico with the Original Volunteers
a pre-lunch lesson slot.
organisation before embarking on her law degree.
I think one of my favourite things about the
At the beginning of 2010, I began my journey
Refugio was how, despite the fact that I was
to Puerto Vallarta. Despite having to pack
older and wiser, it still reminded me of school…
t-shirts, flip flops and suncream in the depths
you could be as well-behaved as you liked but
of our British and typically freezing winter,
you still have to make your bed (or, in my case,
I hadn’t appreciated the enormity of the journey all of them). But it wasn’t all hard work… we
until I braved a look over my slumbering but
were allowed to take all of the children to the
unquestionably well-built neighbour and outside funfair which, at the risk of sounding British,
the cabin window. Emotionally, and nearly
raised neon to new heights. Obviously everyone
physically, floored by the Sierra Madre mountains enjoyed staying up ‘late’ and the fun of the fair.
and vast landscape, I realised just how far from
Kansas I was.
I was also lucky enough to be there for the
biggest event in the Refugio’s social calendar
I’d only ever travelled alone to places and people – the Annual Fundraiser. Unfortunately, the
known, but what happens when there’s no-one
Canadian contingent of volunteers beat us to the
waiting at the other end? Where I expected
BBQ and so I was assigned the role of waitress.
traditional Mexican homes, I saw snazzy new
It was then that I realised the skills I’d stored up
apartments, I imagined farming and was presented working in the reception of a gym were not going
with industry. In fact, the only things that I had
to benefit me at all. I wish I could say that the
correctly expected were the notorious Mexican
event concluded hitch-lessly but my beginner’s
string vests (the unjustifiable number of which more luck got the better of me and, in the excitement,
than compensated for my previous misconceptions). I spilled an entire bottle of red wine on the
bright white shirt of the Refugio’s President.
I was working in the Refugio Infantil Santa
Although my escapades undoubtedly stole the
Esperanza (R.I.S.E.) with Original Volunteers
show, there were incredible performances from
for three months. Initially, the shock of a different flamenco dancers, a mariachi band and the
culture was matched only by the discovery that
children themselves who looked adorable in
buses with foot-shaped holes are a luxury.
their costumes.

You only need to spend a day at the
Refugio to be won over. I was mystified
by how some of the most unfortunate
children in the city could be the happiest
– but gutted that they could pick holes
in my Spanish with more ease and
pleasure than the notorious OCR board.
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This trip also forced me to confront my acute,
some might say slightly irrational, fear of
bartering. I can’t say that I had a lot of success
but at least I now know that you don’t generally
shout higher offers than suggested when subdued
by an adrenalin-induced panic – especially for
the sake of a novelty key chain. But even though
you could say that I left with nothing more
than some poorly-shot photos and a few truly
distasteful souvenirs, the entire experience is one
I do not intend to forget. My thanks to the PPA
and, if anyone gets the chance, I suggest that
you Mexi-GO!
If anyone wants to check it out… here are
some good websites (one with a particularly
embarrassing video clip of me if you look hard
enough!) www.originalvolunteers.co.uk http://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=dershSHZ7Ls

Zakhira

Her altruistic plans to work with Asha Charity
in the slums of New Delhi gained Tegan PPA
funding for her gap year.

India

Tegan Lloyd-Williams

by Asha staff. Her mother will also have proper
care. It costs only £20 to give this baby all the
vaccinations she needs in her first year of life.

One afternoon I was approached by a group
of men from the slum who were all alcoholics,
something that I’d never truly been exposed to
before. They asked to share their stories with
me, the prospect of which took me out of my
comfort zone, not because I was afraid of these
men, but because I couldn’t see what I could
possibly have to offer them. They told me how
despite wishing they could resist, they regularly
I taught four hour-long classes a day. The students drank excessively, wasting what little money
they had on drink. They told me how they beat
ranged from eight to 21 years old with about
their wives. It is hard to imagine what life is like
25 children in a class. Although tiring, I found
for those families and for those men who are so
the teaching exhilarating and I found the slum
unloved. I have never seen people with so much
children bright and eager. They are presumed
shame and so much hopelessness. And then they
violent, but I found them to be the most loving
told me why they wanted to share this with me.
people; children who have nothing but give
Although Muslim, they knew that my Christian
everything. You would expect them to have low
God answers prayers. They knew he listens and
self esteem, but they are excitable, enthusiastic,
loves. And so we prayed: for them and their
desperate to learn and determined to make
families, for healing, hope, love and ultimately
something of themselves and to make those
for freedom. I realised that while on the one
around them proud!
hand I could not solve their problems,
I could show them acceptance, love and hope.
Life for slum dwellers is very harsh. They live in
horrible conditions and are shunned by most
Despite all these hardships, I never heard
who consider them a lesser people. The income
for each family is next to nothing. Women spend complaints; I didn’t hear them ask for anything.
The Asha children’s club, the Bal Mundal, even
all day cutting up plastic which earns them 30
spend time raising money for those poorer than
Rupees, approximately 14p. Generally their
they are! We would sit and laugh (mostly at
families are large, about eight or nine people
my Hindi) and they were brilliant company.
living in tiny dark, damp rooms, cold in winter
and boiling hot in summer. Sewage runs past
their front doors and the smell is overwhelming. My experience in the slum really was one of
ironic contrasts. Amongst the downtrodden
Zakhira is partly a rubbish dump, situated next
I found exuberance. Amidst the horrific poverty
to a railway line where the children play and
I found happiness. Women regularly beaten by
which they must cross to go to school. One girl
their husbands greeted me with genuine smiles.
I taught had lost her fingers and most of her
Children whom society shun were desperate to
hand as a toddler, whilst sitting on the line.
become doctors in order to help others. Within
a hellish environment I felt immensely joyful,
On one occasion I visited a baby girl who was
and ultimately alive.
just four hours old, delivered by an untrained
midwife in the slum. She weighed only three
I am currently writing this back in Delhi, where
and a half pounds. Eleven people lived in the
small room her family called home and they had I have come to spend my Easter holiday with
Asha in Zakhira slum. It is frustrating that
no furniture. They couldn’t afford clothes for
I struggle to put into words what I experienced
the baby and she was laid on a sheet on the bare
in that slum. It is a cliché, but I really did have
floor next to her exhausted mother. However
an incredible experience and would recommend
this little girl (yet to be named when I met her)
it to anyone tegz2710@yahoo.com
will be given vaccinations and regular check ups
Having been enchanted by India on a visit when
I was 13 years old, I returned during my gap year to
spend three months teaching English in Zakhira
Slum, New Delhi. I worked with a Charity called
Asha, which translates from Hindi to mean
‘hope’. Asha work with 400,000 people in over
50 slum colonies in Delhi, promoting health care
and empowering people to reach their potential.
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Victoria Tuckey

on the
Banks of the

Ganges
George Howlett

George’s ambition to support Gharana Baccha
Outreach Project in India alongside learning
to play the sitar earned him PPA support;
George is now studying Geography at
Bristol University.
It all hit me the moment I stepped out of
Delhi airport – an assault on all five senses.
The oppressive heat, the smells, the frantic
businessmen and beggars, the general chaos
– it was all very unsettling for an 18 year old
from a sleepy Somerset town, nervous and on
his way to the banks of the Ganges to study
Hindustani Classical music. India was ‘full-on’
in every way, right from the start.
I took a rickshaw (a strange cross between a quad
bike, a Robin Reliant, and a tent) to the train
station. Having been told/warned that sampling
the railway was quite an experience in itself,
I somewhat unwisely booked a 13 hour train
to Varanasi over the night of New Year.

My ‘bed’ was a top shelf at least a foot
shorter than me (then again you get
what you pay for, my ticket for the
800km trip cost about £4).

I was initially surprised to see a foot dangling
down outside the window, but soon settled
into the mindset that expecting the unexpected
is the only way to get by in India.
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I got talking to a charismatic drug-dealer who
fascinated me with tales of Hinduism, rebirth,
the Ganges, and the importance of karma (after
asking him if selling drugs boosts his karma he
promptly turned into a passionate advocate of
complete social libertarianism and laissez-faire
economics). I was then slapped on the back
(hard) by a portly taxi driver, and managed
to stop staring at his massive colonial-style
handlebar moustache long enough to answer
his enthusiastic questions about the British
monarchy, and Pietersen’s batting form!
Well that was the journey there, but there was
plenty more to come. I was on my way to the
Hindu holy city of Varanasi, to live for two
months on the banks of the Ganges with the
Mishra family – a legendary Indian musical
dynasty with a lineage stretching back to the
court musicians of the 14th Century (and
recently featured on an ITV documentary).
The plan was to study Hindustani Classical
sitar and tabla, and assist the family in their
Benaras Gharana Baccha Outreach Project.
Unlike most plans in India it seems, this one
actually came to complete fruition.
I have lived and breathed music since first being
inspired to pick up a guitar at Prior Park at the
age of 14, and since then have studied any and
every musical tradition I heard, from Gypsy
jazz to slide Delta blues and Celtic folk. Being
accepted to study with the Mishras was one of
the greatest honours of my life – as it turned out,
it would be one of the greatest challenges.
Having never played or even held a sitar before,
I didn’t quite know what to expect. After the first
difficult week of pain, and even bleeding fingers,
I started to properly get to grips with Indian
Classical music. From then on, it got easier.
Not much easier, but enough to be immensely
rewarding. The thrill of coaxing a recognisable

melody from the sitar for the first time was
almost as exhilarating as seeing a rare smile
on the otherwise stern face of my Guru.

My main tutor spoke virtually no
English, so most lessons consisted
of me trying to interpret the nods,
facial expressions, and musical
ideas thrown at me.

I was made to do cross-rhythmic drills and
exercises first thing in the morning, and had to
complete them properly before I was allowed
any breakfast – being part of the ancient GuruShishya teaching tradition is as much a mental
struggle as a physical one.
The discipline borne from the music also
transferred into another aspect of the trip – the
Mishra family’s multifaceted Gharana Baccha
Outreach Project, bringing better opportunity
to the disadvantaged members of the community.
The philosophy behind it is simple – the Mishras
regard music as their speciality and way of life,
and thus use it in any way they can to give back
to the community. The project brings smaller
benefits to many (for example a free concert
coupled with free educational and cleaning
services for local orphanages), and huge benefits
to a few (like the new lease of life given to Raj,
picked up one day from being homeless on
the street and given a family job as part of the

Ecuador

2011
Planning a year out before starting on her
medical degree at the University of Birmingham,
Tor impressed the PPA with her desire to
volunteer at one of the state run hospitals
in Ecuador with Outreach International.

My Gap Year plans emerged after a bout of absent
minded flicking through brochures in the careers
library one day. I came across a small company
called ‘Outreach International’ who offered a
project). My role involved many things, from
project in Ecuador based in one of the country’s
transporting building materials for repairs to
few state-run hospitals. One quick meeting later
an orphanage across the city, to proofreading a
teacher’s English course materials, and drumming and I had set a departure date and was handed an
up more travelling volunteers for future projects. eight hour Spanish course on CD to tackle. The
summer flashed by and all too quickly I found
Although new, it is already showing great
myself on a flight heading to Quito. I had only
promise, and is in my opinion vastly sustainable
reached CD two!
and cost-effective, being run, not by an external
organisation, but by a prominent local family
During my time in Ecuador I lived with a local
who know intimately the problems of the area
family, Monika, her two children Paul and
and nuances of getting things done effectively
Tabatha, Paulita their maid, Bonbon their dog
in India. I witnessed first-hand the material,
and four other volunteers. The first few weeks
mental, and spiritual benefits it brought to
involved getting to grips with our new surroundings
real living, breathing people.
and progressing my Spanish beyond CD two
Space does not permit me to go into the eclectic level, by attending four hour daily one-to-one
lessons. The Spanish school hosted events after
array of other experiences apart from the music
lessons such as Salsa classes, cocktail making
and outreach, but my encounters with angry
lessons and Ecuadorian cooking lessons, which
monkeys, naked Jain priests, inevitable illnesses,
were a brilliant way to acclimatise to life in a
the stranger sides of Hinduism, and the local
different country and culture. I started my first
Mafia (who were in fact surprisingly friendly)
day at the hospital in a state of bewilderment
will be serialised in an online travel writing
due to the bustling nature and hugely different
magazine to be launched later this year. I may
standards between a ‘Western’ hospital and
also make an appearance at Prior with my sitar...
Hospital Pablo Arturo Suarez. Health care in
Ecuador is almost exclusively privately provided,
I want to thank the PPA for helping me not
so the demand on the state funded Hospital
only to expand my horizons, but to use my trip
Pablo Arturo Suarez is enormous. Security
to improve the prospects of others who will
guards were present to keep the daily throng of
never get anything like the chances I have had.
people swarming into the grounds of the hospital
I would also urge any dedicated Prior musician
seeking treatment at bay. There was also a ‘swine
to consider a similar trip, and would love to talk
flu tent’ in an overlooked corner of the car park,
to anyone else planning a gap year in India – it’s
one of the world’s most multifaceted, confusing, which people positively avoided. I came to realise
that my presence in the hospital was less about
and ultimately breathtaking countries
the minimal help that one person could give,
georgehowlett273@hotmail.com
but about appreciating how healthcare works in
Ecuador, how under-funded it is and choosing
the way in which I could best contribute. My
routine involved leaving for work at 7am, taking
a 45 minute bus ride and getting to the wards
in my white coat by 8am. My initial placement
was in Odontologia (effectively dentistry and
maxillo-facial surgery rolled into one). I started

out assisting in the most minor of procedures.
My responsibilities soon increased though and
I was passing the doctor her instruments, making
up dental cement and preparing amalgam that
I inserted into place, as well as other slightly less
glamorous tasks such as cleaning the sink of
various bodily fluids and collecting newly
extracted stray teeth! I was later placed in the
Ophthalmologia department (ophthalmology)
and on the Gynecologia (gynaecology) ward.
One doctor took me under his wing and allowed
me to be his scrubbed surgical assistant, which
was such a wonderful opportunity. One day, after
a long morning in surgery we nipped to the
hospital ‘café’ for a bite to eat. There, sat beneath
a sign reading ‘No Fumar Por Favor’ (No
smoking please) sat a group of four elderly
doctors wearing their white coats and stethoscopes,
puffing away to their hearts’ content!
At the weekends I was able to discover other
parts of Ecuador with my fellow volunteers.
We had such wonderful experiences including
picking out our own cocoa beans and later
making them into chocolate, touring down
Amazonian rivers by white water raft, camping
on river banks beneath the stars and learning
the true way of life of an Ecuadorian. We tried
to immerse ourselves as much as possible in
the local culture, steering clear of the world
renowned shops and restaurant chains, choosing
instead local cafés, bars and markets. With
the phenomenal bargaining power of my friend
Paul, I managed to fill an entire suitcase with
South American gifts for friends and family
on my return at Christmas.
It was with great sadness that I left Ecuador
after a fantastic three months. It was a country
full of charm and surprises and I cannot wait to
return one day. I would like to say a huge thank
you to the PPA for their generous contribution
tortuckey@hotmail.co.uk
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HIRE
Prior Park

a stunning venue

Prior Park College provides
a fabulous venue for your
wedding, private party,
corporate or sporting event.

Whether you would like a sophisticated
gathering with first class food, fine wines
or a celebration with friends but on a limited
budget, we have a range of different spaces
and menus to suit all.
The Chapel
Our Lady of the Snows magnificent Chapel can
make a wedding ceremony very special, as well as
provide an incredible venue for appropriate concerts.
Mansion Hall
The perfect place to enjoy a drinks reception,
perhaps with some delicious canapés. This leads
out onto the portico and steps with the truly
wonderful views of the valley leading down to
Bath (an amazing backdrop for photographs).
The Academy Hall
In the Mansion House with its fine plasterwork
and fantastic views can seat up to 120 people.
The College Dining Hall
Seats up to 150 people in true Hogwarts style.
The Hall has plenty of room for dancing the
night away with a band or disco.
Please get in touch with Debbie O’Bryan in the
PPA Office if you would like more information
on dates, venues or catering.
Email ppa@priorpark.co.uk
or call 01225 835353 ext 244
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Gossip
1960 & earlier
We were delighted to hear from his nephew
Wilfrid (PPC 56-62) that one of our oldest
living alumni, Leonard de Freitas (PPC 34-38)
aged 91, is pretty hale and hearty and still living
in Oxfordshire. Leonard is not on the internet
but messages can be passed on by the PPA Office.

Convent in Clifton where the next door room
had been occupied, until his death last year, by
fellow Prior alumnus, Bishop Mervyn Alexander.
Richard Beamish (PPC 47-53) is still based in
Co. Cork although he is hoping to move back
to England. Meanwhile he is enjoying singing in
the choir of St Patrick’s in Douglas and keeps in
touch with classmate Des Gibbons who is one
of the few old boys in Eire.

retired and is living in Wimbledon. His brother
John (PPC 49-54) lives in Sussex and is busy
doing successful appeals for the Church in need
overseas, whilst his brother Jim (PPC 51-58)
lives in Nottingham and is busy writing poetry
greig@pgreig.com

Thanks to Jeremy Gilmer’s sister, Jane, the
PPA was able to re-connect old friends Eddie
Gilmore (PPC 53-59) and Howard CoulsonSmith (PPC 50-58). The two old school friends
Gerald Walker (ex PPC 48) relayed a fascinating met up recently when Howard was paying his
first visit to the UK from his home in New
story told to him by Brother Burke (games
Zealand in 53 years! ejgilmore@btinternet.com
master who also taught French, a language he
was believed by the boys to have picked up while
Tony Watts (PPC 53-59), though retired
travelling on a ferry from Calais to Dover!):
Returning to Prior for the PPA dinner, old boy
from formal employment, remains active in his
Br Burke’s room was in St Paul’s and on the
Walter Meigh (PPC 37-41) was thrilled to meet night of the April blitz in 1942 St Paul’s was
international policy consultancy work in the
up with some names he remembered from his
field of career guidance and development. He
partly demolished by the bomb which fell on
own and brothers Harry and Philip’s years at the the nearby bank. Br Burke ran barefoot along
also pursues his interest in early music (especially
College. Walter and his wife Marilena celebrated the Errington Corridor to the Mansion and
Handel) and cricket, and has been nominated to
their golden wedding anniversary this year and
be the incoming President of the College Society
although every pane of glass in the corridor had
their son Stefan was married in Portugal in May. been shattered and lay in shards on the floor of
at his Cambridge College, St Catherine’s
Harry has had some health problems latterly
tony.watts@zen.co.uk
the corridor he did not get even a scratch on
and their younger brother Philip sadly died in
a foot gwalker74@btinternet.com
2008, but Philip’s daughter continues to run
Jim Coelho (PPC 54-59) and his wife Rosemary
his business, the beautiful Bird and Deer
Michael Rutland (PPC 49-55) who is Honorary moved last year, downsizing to a bungalow in
Park in the grounds of Prinknash Abbey
Bradford on Avon. Their son Anthony (PPC
Consul of Bhutan to the UK, is disappointed
wcmeigh@blueyonder.co.uk
71-81) continues in his dental practice in Saltash
that distance prevents him from attending PPA
events but he extends a warm welcome to former and lives just in the Dartmoor National Park,
Turning 80 in August 2011, Alan Seccombe
and son Christopher (PPC 77-86), who is now
pupils who find themselves in Bhutan
(ex PPC 47) is still doing a bit of cycling but has rutland.michael@gmail.com
Purchasing Manager for a group of companies
recently had to give up water skiing and is finding
in Norway, enjoyed a recent visit to suppliers
getting round the tennis court more difficult!
in Kuala Lumpur which gave him a welcome
Living 90 miles out in the Atlantic Ocean at
Alan sends his best wishes to all his classmates
break from the Martian Norwegian climate!
the southern end of the Outer Hebrides (and
of the war years alan@seccombe.co.uk
jamesjohncoelho@gmail.com
thoroughly enjoying it) is Michael Cross (PPC
54-60 and Cricklade before that) who maintains
Many congratulations from the PPA and the
From the Class of 58 (and at Cricklade before
a keen interest in news from the College and
College to former pupil, Rev. Patrick de Wolf
that) Patrick Gregory’s main claim to fame was
alumni. An enthusiastic radio ham, Michael
(PPC 46-54) who celebrated his golden jubilee
being the High Jump Champion for the West of
kindly offered the College some equipment but
of priesthood in February 2011. Pat was first
sadly since the retirement of the very committed England, having represented England in a schools
ordained in the College Chapel in 1961 and his
competition in Europe over a few years. After
staff member, John Weston, the amateur radio
old school friend Michael Corrigan attended
club is no more. Michael’s last visit to Prior was in school, Patrick joined Calor Group as a research
his jubilee Mass at the Sacred Heart Church
engineer in 1959 and eventually became a
the early 1990s when he attended a PPA dinner
in Bristol which was packed with family and
with old chum Bill Fallon (sadly now deceased). Director, then spent his last ten working years in
parishioners from all the parishes he had worked Michael has been in email correspondence with
Pakistan where he was CEO for an international
in. Bishop Declan’s homily traced Pat de Wolf ’s
energy group before retiring to Southern Spain,
Jo Carry, Chris Lennon, Brian Lucarotti and
life and work starting with Prior Park and
Roger Mead amongst others – all the old ‘gang’ near to Gibraltar in 2008. Patrick keeps in
following ordination, going to Amesbury,
contact with his peer and good friend, John
from PPC! gm2fz@isle-of-eriskay.co.uk
Swindon, Chew Magna, Fishponds and finally
Whittaker and some time ago had the pleasure
The Sacred Heart. Pat retired due to ill health
of meeting up with Ian Coaten, Eddie Gilmore,
Following 40 years practice as a solicitor in
some years ago and now lives in St Angela’s
Peter Joint and Chris Blunden. If other old boys
the City, Philip Greig (PPC 51-58) has now
Former school matron Eileen McPeake met old
boy Denis Green (PPC36-38) at College Mass
in June 2010, when he was visiting from Norfolk;
we are delighted to have renewed contact with
him. His most recent trip has been a Baltic
Cruise, taking in St Petersburg along the way
cdfgreen@talktalk.net
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would like to get in touch with Patrick please send Andrew Colombini (PPC 64-68) started a
word c/o the PPA Office on ppa@priorpark.co.uk new family back in 2006 and is keeping young
with three children under the age of five whilst
1961 – 1970
also working as a traditional Chinese medicine
The Guillen brothers, Andres (PPC 53-61)
practitioner. Andrew has been in touch with old
and Cesar (PPC 55-59) returned to the College friends through Facebook and enjoyed browsing
in 2010 and enjoyed a very happy trip down
the many photos uploaded by Phil Hamerton
memory lane, as their sister’s neighbour and PPC and Will Lee ivoiceit@fsmail.net
staff member Sean Dorey gave them a personal
tour. The Guillen family is spread across the globe The PPA is pleased to have re-connected with
with Andres in Panama and Cesar in Macau,
Mr Alberto Paz (PPC 57-61), who was welcomed
China. Cesar works at the Macau Ricci Institute on a return visit to Prior by Housemaster of
and recently organised a colloquium on ‘China
Allen House, Jon Fry jalbertopaz@hotmail.com
Trade Merchants & Artists 1760-1860’ with
experts on China trade art including Dr Patrick
Becoming a proud grandfather for the second
Conner, co-director of London’s fashionable
time is a great joy to Chris Lennon (PPC 55-64)
Martyn Gregory Gallery. Fortunately Andres
cm@lennon251.fsnet.co.uk
was able to stay on in the UK long enough to
attend the PPA Dinner in October last year
Simon Howell (PPC 64-70) took Will Lee (ex
arguillen@cwpanama.net
PPC 70) and his son Adam to The Dorchester
in London for the legendary annual Printer &
Paper Industries St George’s Day lunch. Will
is now Vice President International Sales for
US paper brokers Graphic Communications
and Simon remains a Director of the UK
based British Dental Health Foundation, still
travelling worldwide, but reports ‘thankfully
less so’. Will and Simon’s friendship goes back
a long way, starting at La Sainte Union Convent
junior school in Bath (now The Paragon). Will
Having just retired ‘for the last time’ after 15 years is in good form and would love to hear from
with the National Trust, David Connolly (ex
contemporaries at Prior via the PPA office.
PPC 64) visited the wonderful gardens at Prior
Simon is a member of the PPA committee and is
whilst still on the NT staff. David would be very now a regular at Prior along with old friend Tony
happy to hear from any of his old contemporaries
Bury, and he keeps in touch with Peter (Fred)
david561connolly@btinternet.com
McMurray and others simon@dentalhealth.org
It was good to hear from Brian Stone (PPC 6063 and Cricklade before that) who brought us up
to date: he was articled in 1964 and qualified as
a solicitor in 1970, and following 44 years in the
profession, took retirement in 2008. His last 22
working years were spent with the Legal Services
Commission (formerly the Legal Aid Board)
in Nottingham. Brian married Sue in 1973 and
they have two grown up children; Penny,
a singing teacher and peace activist, and William,
a medical photographer. Now based in Duffield,
just north of Derby, Brian has expanded the
adult education teaching he started in 1984 - his
courses include military and naval history and
he speaks and lectures locally. He has had two
books published and is currently negotiaing with
an American University publisher for a new
title, a history of the North American Indians
in eyewitness accounts. Brian keeps in touch
with Tony Read who lives in Maryland, USA
and also sees Dermot Murray, who lives nearby
and who was at Prior 7 years before him. Brian
would like to get in touch with contemporaries:
Peter Barwell, John Ash, Tony Cash and John
Keegan brianstone2@hotmail.com
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1971 – 1980
Living in San Jose, CA is old boy Anthony
West (PPC 65-71 & Cricklade before that)
who obtained his BSc in Computers &
Cybernetics from the University of Kent
in 1974 and completed his PhD in LAN
Technology at Queen Mary College, London
University in 1980. Following work with IBM
Research in Switzerland Tony emigrated to the
States in 1981 and currently works with Cisco
Systems. He is married with two children
and more details can be found on LinkedIn
anthonywest@me.com
After a hiatus of 30 years, Roberto Vargas (PPC
72-76) enjoyed catching up with old classmates
Willie Teale (in Miami) and Fernando Sada
and David Fernandez (both in Monterrey)
roberto@vargasr.com

Richard Cutcliffe (ex PPC 72) recently met up
with his oldest pal, Gonzalo Sanchez, in Madrid
and found that despite the intervening forty
years their friendship was just as strong as ever;
they had started at Cricklade together in 1962.

‘After’ was shortlisted for the British Sports
Book Awards 2011 and was among the six
finalist titles in the Best Rugby Book category.
Kevin enjoyed the awards evening at The Savoy
where the After The Lemons table included
such leading lights from the Bath club’s glory
days as Jack Rowell, John Hall, Philip de
Glanville, David Egerton and Nigel Gaymond
kfcoughlan@blueyonder.co.uk

Gonzie’ is a successful sculptor and recalled
the wonderful art teacher, Ronald Palmer,
who enthused and encouraged all students
whatever their ability.

runs a go-karting business and Willie works in
London in financial services). Over the years they
organised a few London reunions of the classes
of 76-78 including old friends Gary Winch,
Edward Chan, Steve McCullagh, Richard
Morris, Denys Lyons, Martin Schimmer,
Mike Smith and Christopher Liu. In March
2010 Gabs moved to New Zealand to take up
Gerry Thwaites arranged a recent get together in the job of Deputy Chief Executive at The
London on 31 March 2011 for those who were at Treasury. They are based in Wellington and
Prior in the 1970s. Most had not seen each other enjoying exploring New Zealand. His brother
Pierre (Cricklade and then PPC 76-82) is
for 40 years! The original invitation from Gerry
married to Sarah and they live in London. Pierre
was spread quite wide but many were unable to
make it, so it was just six old boys who finally met keeps in touch with old Prior friends Costas
Tsoucatos and Stelios Tsilmagos, who live
at an Italian restaurant near Oxford Circus.
in Greece gmakhlouf@hotmail.com
now that he has had laser vision correction! Alan
keeps in touch with old school friend, Lincoln
Rupesinghe and in October 2010 Alan helped
Lincoln’s wife Sarah to pull off a surprise 50th
birthday party! Alan has signed up to Facebook
in order to keep in touch with old boys from his
era apprentimjs@tiscali.co.uk

from left to right in the picture: Johnny Boylan,
Richard Cutcliffe, Gerry Thwaites, Bernard Connolly,
Malcolm Milne and Andrew Zulver sitting down.

Richard’s brother Michael met up with
his old school friend Herman Sanchez
richard@cutcliffe.net

Congratulations to Richard Klein (PPC
74-76) who is now Controller of BBC 4 (he
kindly came back to Prior in 2008 when he
was Commissioning Editor for Knowledge
programmes at BBC 4 and gave an inspiring talk
to the Sixth Form about careers in television).
He was recently married in London, to a lovely
lady called Philippa and they honeymooned
in Marrakesh richard.klein@bbc.co.uk
Finally doing what he loves for a living,
James Murphy (PPC 73-76) is DJing and
doing radio shows in the UK, Singapore and
New Zealand, broadcasting soul, jazz funk and
golden oldies too! James has started an online
music magazine www.puregrooves.info and
more can be found on www.ontheradio.info
jclmurphy@aol.com

Mitchell (‘Mitch’) Davies (ex PPC 77) has
been living in the Cayman Islands since 1990
The College library is now stocked with copies of where he heads up the local law school. He
books co-written by Kevin Coughlan (PPC 67- remains in contact with old friends James Bond
73): ‘Before The Lemons’ and ‘After The Lemons’ and Keith Power but would welcome the
tracing the history of Bath Rugby Club over the chance to re-connect with others from his
era mitchell.davies@gmail.com
years (see www.afterthelemons.co.uk)

Described by his ski instructor as having effective
skills ‘but the style of a troll’ (although his winter
cycling skills – 20km per day through snow and
ice are better!), David Thomas (ex PPC 80)
will be based in Helsinki until the end of 2013.
He is working with the Finnish Environment
Institute where he holds an Academy of Finland
Distinguished Professorship, researching how
organic matter released from peatlands, forest
and agricultural land is transformed by bacteria
as it passes along rivers and estuaries into the
Baltic Sea. David still holds his Chair of
Marine Biology at Bangor University
d.thomas@bangor.ac.uk
Congratulations to Prior Park alumni in
Gibraltar who hold important positions –
Anthony Lombard (PPC 69-75) is now
Mayor and Joe Holliday (ex PPC 77)
remains Deputy Chief Minister.

A long boozy lunch was enjoyed by all, giving
them the chance to hear what everyone was
up to, what had been going on since they’d left
school and their views of Prior Park all those
years ago. Interestingly they all had similar stories
to tell and even after all those years ‘a few ghosts
were laid to rest’. They all felt that Prior had done
them proud in the end so something went right...
Johnny, Richard, Malcolm and Andrew went
on to a nearby pub to drink yet more beer and
reminisce once the lunch had drawn to a close.
Gerry Thwaites is hoping to organise a similar
event, most probably in Bath in the autumn of
2011, and it would be great if more ex-colleagues
joined them. Any old boys of early 70s vintage
who are considering attending please get in touch
with Gerry on gerrythwaites@btconnect.com

1981 – 1990
From the Class of 82, Emilio Nella recently
celebrated his 25th wedding anniversary with
his lovely wife Julie, who used to attend old boys’
days as his girlfriend! They have six wonderful
children and Emilio became a grandfather in
June, ‘not bad for a 47 year old’! The Nellas live
in Bromley and Emilio runs the family business
in South London. He still sees his best friend
from Prior days, Terry Williat, plus Paul Sewell,
Tony Jiggins and Frank Ghaidan and anybody
wishing to contact the ‘Italian soulboy’ as
he was known at school, can reach him on
emilio.nella@nellacut.com
Congratulations to Chris McMahon (PPC 8082) whose recent wedding ceremony was held on
the beach near Mombassa Kenya, followed by a
safari honeymoon. Chris’s bride is Karen Yvonne
Holder, an actress currently filming Channel 4’s
long running comedy drama ‘Shameless’ (stage
name Karen Bryson).

Gos
Congratulations to Clifford Lasrado (ex PPC
79) who turned fifty in January 2011 and invited
many of his old classmates to celebrate with him
in Doha in the spring clifford@qatar.net.qa

After degrees at the Universities of Exeter and
Bath, Gabriel Makhlouf (PPC 72-78 and
Father of three grown lads and now a grandfather Cricklade before that) joined the Civil Service
in1984, the same year he married Sandy. They
of two, Alan Prentice (PPC 72-79) is still
have a 22 year old son who is in his final year at
living in Gloucester and working in the nuclear
UCL. Gabs has worked for the Inland Revenue,
profession for EDF Energy. Alan still enjoys
HM Treasury and HM Revenue & Customs.
the occasional game of cricket but is struggling
In 1989 the family moved to Godalming
with fitness, ‘although there is far less wear on
the body since the knack of scoring runs has also from where Gabs regularly met up with Paul
Wrightman and Willie van Heesewijk (Paul
been in decline’ but has a better eye for the ball

Celebrations back in England followed at
The Groucho Club attended by old boys
Tony Jiggins, Adrian Lumley-Smith, Peter
O’Donoghue, Darren Crawford and Martin
Woodhouse. Chris is living in London and since
2009 has been working as an Account Director
delivering anti-financial crime solutions for major
financial groups with a firm called Actimize
UK Ltd.
Jonathan Howells left Prior in 1983 at the end
of the U5 (making him a member of the Class of
85, who plan their reunion in September 2011).
Jon is now a father of three girls, the youngest of
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whom is just one year old. He is still enjoying an
interesting career at Waterstone’s, currently as PR
& Events Manager. Jon is on Facebook and keeps
in touch with old Prior people that way or he can
be contacted on jmhowells@hotmail.com
From the Class of 87, Roderick Tse got in touch
with Dr Wells when he heard that his old science
teacher was retiring in July 2011. Roderick and
his peers, Joseph Chan and Albert Li all drew so
much inspiration from Dr Wells’ biology classes
that each of them has followed a career in science.
Both Joseph and Albert are doctors working in
the Prince of Wales Hospital in Hong Kong and
Roderick is in pharmaceutical science (having
obtained a PhD in Clinical Biochemistry).
Roderick paid tribute to Dr Wells’ informative,
rigorous, patient, dedicated and humorous
teaching for which he still feels enormous
gratitude tsero1@gmail.com
Heartfelt thanks for the inspirational teaching
of Dr Wells and Mr Clarke also came from
Professor Mark Dibben (PPC 83-86) who has
recently joined the School of Management at
the University of Tasmania and is grasping
the baton of imparting that same thirst for
intellectual exploration to his current students
mark.dibben@utas.edu.au
Nigel Skelchy (ex PPC 83), partner Allan and
business partner Ann, have together opened
another Heavenly Cakes outlet in Kuala Lumpur,
with a fourth planned within the year. Their
new website: www.asliceofheaven.my launches
soon. Nigel keeps in touch with old friends Nick
Mumar, Martin Fowler, Nadim Saliba and Tony
Jiggins through Facebook nigelskelchy@gmail.com

Toby Watts (who is living in Peebles) last
Christmas gileswatson@hotmail.com
Pierre Tanner (ex PPC 84) is now proud
father to two daughters - baby Amelie arrived
in April 2011; he has already started saving
for the necessary handbags and shoes!
pierre@lbrd-photogrpahy.co.uk
Peter O’Donoghue (PPC 80-86)’s family has
increased with the arrival of son Lukas, now 18
months, and they have moved to a larger house
in the same area of London. He enjoyed a recent
visit from classmate Tolu Jinadu who was over
from Nigeria. In a most unlikely coincidence
Peter bumped into PPC Headmaster, James
Murphy-O’Connor in a curry house in Dublin
following Ireland’s Six Nations rugby triumph
over England! Peter’s brother Gerard (PPC
81-87) is now working for Easyjet and due
to be based in Berlin for the next six months
n7pod@hotmail.com
Crispin Johnson, of the 1987 vintage, graduated
from Liverpool in 1991 and has been in estate
agency ever since, starting work in Bristol then
Bath in 1996. He has just celebrated his 10th
anniversary of running his own business, Bath
based Kit Johnson Residential, with brother
Roderick (Class of 88). Crispin (or Kit) is
married with three children and Roderick is
married with one son kit@kitjohnson.co.uk
Still singing at the Royal Opera House, and
having run the London Marathon for the fourth
time, Luke Price (PPC 83-85) hopes to meet up
with the Class of 89 soon for drinks in London.
Luke and his wife now have two children –
Charlie arrived last June, a brother for Bertie.
Luke would love the opportunity to come back
and sing at Prior price_luke@yahoo.co.uk

ssip
Ben Moorhouse (Class of 87) is married
with two boys aged 14 and 11, both of whom
are county hockey players! Ben runs his own
Marketing Agency www.4seconds.co.uk based
in Hertfordshire and also runs the annual Tring
based Tringe Comedy Festival (the seventh
longest comedy festival in the world!). Ben is
calling on all the 86/87 ‘unbeatables’ rugby team
members including Paddy, Tolu, Haggis, Jamie
and others to return to Prior on 10 September
2011 to give all the others ‘a good trashing’
on the pitch! ben@4seconds.co.uk

Also from the Class of 87, Giles Watson
returned to Prior for the PPA sports afternoon
in March 2010. He left the army in 2006 and
then spent four years teaching history (and
completed his GTP at Reading University). Giles
is now working at Worth School teaching history
and running the D of E award programme. From
September 2011 he will take over as housemaster
of the Y13 boys. Giles is married to Anna and
they have three children. Giles met up with
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Karina Khubchand and Johanna Gardner
(PPC 86-90), best friends from Prior days, are
meeting up again this year at Kuby’s home
in Gibraltar. Johanna is still in the States,
running a B&B in San Antonio Texas
where Prior alumni are always very welcome
www.innontheriverwalksa.com - both
old girls are on Facebook.
James Reid (PPC 84-87) and Patrick Short
(ex PPC 89), two Cricklade alumni, were
Edmund Tang’s closest friends and the PPA
Office recently reconnected them. We are still
trying to locate Matthew Foley (PPC 84-89)
if anybody is able to help?
Temporarily based in Tbilisi Georgia, Anna
Cave (PPC 86-91) will soon return with her
husband and family to their home in Cornwall.

Always a great link to all the York brothers,
Andy (PPC 85-90) and wife Hana have recently
welcomed baby number two to their family.
Tim is living in Cardiff with his girlfriend
Ffion and Nick married Josie at Prior in 2010
andrew.york@rolls-royce.com
Congratulations to James Tanser (PPC 83-90)
and wife Anne on the recent arrival of their first
baby, a daughter, the day after their first wedding
anniversary james.tanser@ntlworld.com
1991 – 2000
Mario Sofroniou (PPC 90-95) fulfilled his
lifelong ambition to become a doctor and has
recently taken up a partnership GP position
in London. Keeping his other passion very
much alive, he has also become a professional
opera singer, making it to the finals of the BBC
Dame Kiri Te Kanawa opera competition and
having his performance with the BBC Concert
Orchestra broadcast on BBC Radio 2 last year
msofroniou@gmail.com
Jessica Penny (née Smallwood) (ex PPC 92)
is happily combining care of her two young
children with working school hours as corporate
events manager for a charity. Still living in
Wokingham, she is hoping to move back to Bath
jesssmallwood@hotmail.com
Currently working as a Registrar in emergency
medicine, with a sub-speciality interest in
paediatric emergency medicine, Antonia
Donnelly (PPC 89-94) is aiming towards
a consultant post in a couple of years time,
planning to be dual-accredited for both adult
and paediatric emergency medicine. Antonia
is delighted to still be in close contact with old
school friends: Caroline (née Paskell) Caffrey
(and to be Godmother to her son Louis),
Katherine (née Parkin) Marchant, plus Elke
(née Soper) and Peter Haworth. Antonia
worked for a few months recently with Dr Luke
Jones (PPC 02) at Brighton’s Royal Sussex
County Hospital, making her feel old when she
realised that she had already left Prior before he’d
even started! antoniadonnelly@hotmail.com
Having married James in July 2010, Sally Davis
(PPC 90-95) is now thrilled to be Mrs Taylor.
Sally works at the Environment Agency as a
Sustainable Procurement Advisor and in her
spare time plays in goal for Nailsea United
Football Club. She still meets up with
Emma Birts when they get the chance
sallydave79@hotmail.com
Theo Wright, now 18 months old, is the
gorgeous son of former pupil Steve (ex PPC 93)
who is still living in Bristol and working at Venue
Magazine, currently helping to design Bristol’s

first graffiti iPhone app and looking for more
freelance writing wright.sf@googlemail.com
Overjoyed to be a family, Kate (née Wheadon)
Andrews (PPC 90-94) and her husband
welcomed their lovely baby, William, in
November 2010. Kate’s brother Stephen
emigrated to New Zealand in September 2010
and now lives in Auckland with his partner
katewheadon@gmail.com
News of the two Mutter brothers, Luke (PPC
85-92) and Mark (PPC 94-01) came from their
parents on their return to Bath from Kenya last
summer. Luke is married with three children
and works in the West Country and London.
And Mark is very recently married, working
in London and overseas.
Having been based in Singapore for the last two
years, Nicky Robinson (PPC 87-94) has now
returned to Bath. Together with her partner,
Marc Dix, she has set up a new Bath-based
landscape architect practice, Little Thunder
Studio, www.ltstudio.co.uk which will focus
on urban landscape jobs in the UK and Asia
nicrobinson@hotmail.com
The Conways are keeping busy! Hannah
(PPC 93-95) is still working for opera houses
and symphony orchestras internationally and
is getting married in Norfolk in September 2011.
Her sister Freya (PPC 95-99) is teaching and
living in London and was married near Bath
in June 2011 hannahconway@yahoo.co.uk
Julia Reichwald, now known as Julez Hamilton
(PPC 90-96) is a professional jazz and West
End musical singer (having appeared in Les
Misérables and Phantom of the Opera amongst
other productions). She has recorded two albums
and in 2012 is taking the lead role together
with fellow Prior alumnus Bruce Walcroft
(PPC 89-95) in a new revival of Stephen
Sondheim’s Marry Me A Little. Both Julez
and Bruce returned to Prior in March 2011
for the retirement drinks celebration for Dr
Ruxton, Mrs Ashby and Dr Wells. Together
with Kasia Mills (PPC 85-92), they sang
a moving tribute to Rick Wells who had
encouraged and nurtured their talent in so
many school musical productions all those
years ago julezhamilton@hotmail.co.uk
Suzi (née Mills) Witt (PPC 91-93) had her
second baby boy, Bertie in March 2011 and
after 11 years living in London she and her
husband decided to leave the city and move out
to East Sussex. Suzi also decided to quit her old
career and gave up being a lawyer to set up her
own company; it is going really well and also
allows her to see much more of her children.

Her brother Simon finally tied the knot and
married Tanya James, whom he has known since
schooldays in Bath (she was at The Royal School)
and they have five children between the two
of them. Suzi keeps in contact with many old
friends from her year through Facebook
suzi@yellowdots.co.uk
Dr Tim Westwood (PPC 89-95) is returning
to the UK after 12 years of studying and
working as a vet in Australia; he will be joining
a small animal practice in Farnborough
vetboy_2000@yahoo.com
Having left Prior at the end of the U5, Jacky
Chan is part of the Class of 97. He moved back
to Hong Kong in 2005 and has been working
with Marriott International for over ten years currently as Front Office Manager at Courtyard.
Jacky and girlfriend Kennix have set a wedding
date in January 2012 jckchan@gmail.com
Congratulations to Sarah (née Gordon-Jones)
Rowland (PPC 96-98) whose good and happy
baby, Grace, was born in November 2010; Sarah
was back to part time work within a couple of
weeks sarahrowland@hotmail.com
Missing ‘the awesome days of Prior’, Will
Gikandi (PPC 96-98) is now back in Kenya
working as a Quality and Process Manager for
a cosmetics company. He would love to hear
from old friends on kawess@gmail.com or
via Facebook www.facebook.com/wonderkid
Former Head Girl, Katie Playfair (ex PPC 00)
was sorry not to be able to make the Class of
2000 ten year reunion but she was totally
immersed in the hectic pre Christmas calendar
at Brighton College where she is now Head
of Classics playfair@cantab.net
Jake Heather (ex PPC 00) spread the happy
news that classmate Mark Waters was married
to Emma in June 2011. They are both working as
lawyers in London jcbheather@googlemail.com
Moseni Mulemba (PPC 93-98) who is now
living in Australia, sent news of her brothers
Mwenge, William, Kapiji and Humphrey who
are all back in Zambia mulemba@hotmail.com
News of the Class of 97 came from Tom
Blathwayt:Tony Atkins is engaged to his
Columbian girlfriend Carmen (Tom anticipates
a wedding full of white suits!), Chris Ash is
‘living the dream’ on a surf beach in Costa Rica
organising conservation projects, Jo Hill married
Bath boy Shaun Justice in July 2010, Torie
Speyer is teaching in Seville and Lawrie Frere
married fellow doctor Helen in May 2010
when Tom and Ben Please were best men.

Now running his own business, JRS Insurance,
Edward Sage (PPC 92-99) is also musical
director for Stage One Theatre Company. Ed has
written a new musical called ‘That’s Life’ which
goes on tour locally in Kent and Essex at the end
of 2011, before a full 12 month professional UK
tour. He and his wife Julie are expecting their first
baby in July bearpolar58@hotmail.com
His freelance drumming has taken Nick Gosling
(ex PPC 99) to Glastonbury, Latitude and
Bestival, and he has supported Jason Mraz and
The Ting Tings on tour and appeared on Loose
Ends on Radio 4. Nick is based in Manchester
but travels around a lot and would be happy to
catch up over a beer with any old friends from
Prior nick_gosling@yahoo.co.uk
Catherine (née Whittington) (PPC 91-98) and
Peter Abbott welcomed their son, Charlie Peter
Richard on 2 February 2011, a baby brother for
Amelia Mary catherine4499whitt@hotmail.com
In conversation with former parent, Mr Haworth,
we heard news of the Haworth family – Dr
Peter (ex PPC 94) is married to Dr Elke (née
Soper), a match made in Prior since Elke is an
old girl; they live in Hassocks and have three
children (cont below...)
2001 onwards...
(Haworth news cont...) and Dr Claire (PPC
94-01) is a lecturer and research fellow at
King’s College London, conducting research
in behavioural genetics; Matthew (ex PPC 01)
is working for JP Morgan and living in
Hampstead, and Joseph (PPC 02-09)
is currently at Swansea University.
Broadcast journalist Rachael Canter (PPC
94-01) has moved from BBC Somerset radio
and is now reporting for BBC South Today.
She is based in Southampton during the
week but returns to Bath, where she and
her boyfriend have bought a house, at the
weekends rachael.canter@bbc.co.uk
Former Head Boy, Finbarr Cosgrove (ex
PPC 03), completed his BA and Masters at
Cambridge, got a place on the Teach First scheme
and is now working at an Academy school in
inner London who recently voted him ‘Teacher
of the year’, and is using any spare time to work
for a Masters in Education! Mrs Cosgrove let us
know that her older son Aaron (PPC 90-95) is
also teaching, currently working at a top boys’
comprehensive in Holland Park.
Gregory Carine (PPC 99-02) graduated
with a 2:1 BA Hons in International Relations
from the University of West of England and
is working in Bristol for the NHS at Southmead
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Hospital. From the middle of July 2011 he
plans to travel around China, before moving
to Kent to take up a new job near Sevenoaks
gregory.carine@btinternet.com
From the Class of 2004, Andy Pynegar,
currently studying at Bangor University, has
been made Captain of the University first
hockey team. Andy is grateful to Mr Hall for
giving him his first chance in defence! Sadly
for the PPA Andy’s sporting successes meant
he couldn’t join the 2010 Old Boys rugby!
pinstains@hotmail.com
Dr Mercer let us know Mark Lethby (PPC 9603)’s news after they arranged to meet at the pub
at Christmas! Mark finished his Biochemistry
degree at Corpus Christi College, Oxford and
is now living in Hammersmith having gained
a place to study postgrad medicine at Imperial
College and is due to be ‘let loose’ on patients
in June 2012 mark.lethby@gmail.com
News of higher education achievements for some
of the Class of 2006 also came via Dr Mercer
– Jamie Linkins got a 2:1 in Zoology from the
University of Newcastle and Josephine Close a
2:1 in History & History of Art at Leeds; Chris
Garner got a first in Digital Art & Technology
at the University of Plymouth, Zoe Bristow a
first in Music from St Peter’s College, Oxford
and Nicholas Stuart a first in Music from
Birmingham University. And Denis Clarke
let us know that Myles McNulty got a first
in Classics at Manchester University. Many
congratulations to this talented year group –
including all those not mentioned here!
Having gained a first in English Literature from
Durham, Francis Hornyold-Strickland (PPC
98-05) has now started a Graduate Diploma
in Law at City University and at the time of
writing was sitting in Middle Temple revising
for exams! Francis’ classmate Charlie Holt
(ex PPC 05) was awarded a scholarship to
Lincoln’s Inn following completion of his
degree in PPE from Lady Margaret Hall
at Oxford.

Following finals for his degree in Zoology this
summer, Caspian Johnson (PPC 02-07) has
secured an exciting one year post in Tanzania
managing a chimpanzee research camp, where
he will conduct his MSc on baboons in the
Issa Valley of Ugalia (see the project website
http://ugalla.ucsd.edu/index.html). Caspian
will be working alongside four local Tanzanians
and another primatologist from Canada – an
invaluable experience for his future career
ambitions kazzyman@hotmail.com

G20
ShinWoo Kang at
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our pupils
James Murphy-O’Connor

Beckie Baio (PPC 03-08) has secured a
prestigious six month internship with the
Head Office of the late designer, Alexander
McQueen, from August 2011. Beckie has
completed a variety of internships in various
sectors within the media and fashion industry
and has kindly offered to give advice to
others seeking internships in her field
bex-baio@hotmail.co.uk
Having graduated from the Guildhall School of
Music & Drama in 2010, Harry Smith (ex PPC
07) has appeared in Paul Miller’s production
of Hamlet at the Sheffield Crucible, starring
John Simm as Hamlet. Harry played Cornelius
harrylistersmith@hotmail.co.uk

Former Headboy, ShinWoo Kang (ex PPC 06)
finished his degree in PPE at Oxford University
Former Staff
Retired Headmaster Dr Giles Mercer (PPC 96- and has just completed a ‘fascinating stint’
09) is currently writing a biography of the Bishop with the G20 Business Summit Organising
Committee in Seoul. He started as a humble
of Clifton from 1894-1901, Bishop Brownlow,
intern but was soon promoted to become one
who first invited the Christian Brothers to take
of the ‘Roundtable Co-ordinators’. The Business
over Prior Park College. Much of the book will
Summit brought together over 120 top CEOs
focus on the bishop’s life up to 1894 but there
will be a substantial section on his time as Bishop. from around the world for roundtable talks.
There were four roundtables in all and ShinWoo
(The Brownlow connection to the College is
kept alive in the naming of a Baines House tutor was responsible for the Trade & Investment table,
where his duties included liaising with over
group). Dr Mercer is also a Trustee of the
30 top CEO offices (including those of HSBC,
Clifton Diocese and of the Bath Preservation
Nestle and JP Morgan) from just about every
Trust. Giles and Caroline became proud
time zone around the globe, plus working with
grandparents to Nicholas in March 2011
the heads of state for Russia, South Africa and
giles.mercer530@btinternet.com
Japan. ShinWoo also had to prepare the hardware
for his table talks – he had to sort out everything
With help from Brother Gregory Miller at
from furniture and sound systems to stationery
Buckfast Abbey, we have successfully located
Rev Fr Jack Keegan who is living in a retirement and drinks! He was also involved in crafting
the summit report, working in conjunction
home in Eire
with McKinsey & Co. ShinWoo says this was
definitely ‘the most challenging job’ he had ever
had... but certainly the most fascinating too.
He is pictured above (working hard to disguise
how tired he felt!) sitting with the Japanese
Prime Minister.
ShinWoo has started his three year military service
in the Korean Army as an interpreting officer.
Since he will be based in Korea throughout, he extends
a warm welcome to any Prior boys and girls who
wish to travel there and he guarantees free B&B!
He can be reached on shinwookang@gmail.com
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Keeping pace with

As you may be aware we have recently achieved
planning permission approval for the building
of a Sports Hall at Prior Park. There are many
reasons why we need to press on with this project
and a business plan is being prepared which will
form part of the overarching strategic plan for
the College and the whole Foundation. Prior
Park College has an excellent reputation in Bath
and the aspiration is to place the school on the
national stage – such a build will allow us to
prepare our students to the highest standards
and to host national level events.
Currently the College has limited sport facilities;
these are the multi purpose gym (used in the
summer term for the proliferation of public
exams), a limited fitness room in the Old Gym,
an all weather pitch, two cricket pitches and
use of the Monument Field for rugby; these
are growing increasingly inadequate in terms
of quality, requirement and especially in relation
to other schools, both state and independent,
within Bath and across the South West. Also
with the school roll growing (we hope to be 600
in 2011) our current resources are over stretched.
We have no indoor space for sports in severe
weather like the winter of 2010 to 2011.

badminton courts, an indoor hockey pitch, ECB
approved flooring for indoor nets, a purpose
built modern fitness suite, seminar and teaching
rooms and hospitality spaces. The Sports Hall
will overlook the 1st XI cricket square and will
afford views across the College site and down
across the heritage city of Bath. The design will
be modern, eco friendly but in keeping with
our Grade I listed buildings.
The approved plans for the Sports Hall are
available for anyone to view. If you would like
to receive a copy and find out more, have some
ideas as to how you can make this fantastic
project come to fruition, or if you simply have
a question, do not hesitate to get in touch with
me on jmoc@priorpark.co.uk
We look forward to sharing more details
with you as we move forward on this and
other exciting developments across the
Prior Foundation

The anticipated benefits of the new Sports
Hall will be considerable to current and future
students at PPC and the Foundation, and to
the wider community in Bath (hence securing
the charitable status of PPET into the future).
In particular we anticipate a bespoke build
which will be big enough to accommodate five
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Old Boys
PPA 2010 Old Girls
Cricket Golf Day Hockey
Mark Browning

Mike Stevens

S. Angelo-Sparling

A powerhouse batting display by the Browning
XI set up a 160 run win over the PPA in the Old
Boys cricket match played on the main square
on Sunday 27 June 2010.

We returned last September to the lovely
setting of Bath Golf Club and were blessed with
a wonderful early autumn day, perfect conditions
for golf and offering no excuses to the wayward.

Perfect conditions and a lightning fast outfield
encouraged aggressive strokeplay and the
Browning XI rattled up a total of exactly 300
in their 35 overs after Ed Singleton won the
toss and elected to bat. The captain led the way
with 72 and was backed up by Seth Tapsfield
(55) and George Harper (67).

Numbers were down a little this year but the
standard of golf was high and there were some
excellent performances. The absence of Martin
Woodhouse enabled Giles Pruett to lift the
McMahon cup for the best gross score (82) and
Frank Ghaidan won the Factotum Putter – with
a Stableford score of 43 points. Tony Bury played
steadily as usual to win the Rae Carter medal for
the best net score of 70. James Powell managed
to keep his drive on the fairway for a change and
won the Longest Drive prize and Emilio Nella
was Nearest The Pin on the fourteenth hole.
The McMahon Cup for the winners of the
contest between the PPA and the Staff was won
by the Staff after the scorer was unable to devise
a formula to ensure the usual PPA victory!

The inaugural old girls hockey fixture on
Saturday 18 September 2010 worked well in
tandem with the old boys rugby event. The
standard of hockey played was impressive
and everyone enjoyed the BBQ afterwards!

For the PPA, Ollie Lawson's six over spell was
a standout (1/22) while Charlie O'Brien also
bowled well, taking 2/44. PPA captain O'Brien
also hit the day’s two biggest sixes in making 36
and he was well supported by Chris Kershaw
(39) and Alan Prentice (29).
But the spin of unofficial man of the match,
George Harper (3/15) and young Luke Tapsfield
(3/24) proved too much. The PPA being
eventually bowled out for 160.
Whilst some were battling heroically on the
crease, others watched in dismay in the Pavilion
on Clifford’s lovely new flat screen tv (thanks
to Mr Shannon for the loan) as England played
their way ignominiously out of the World Cup.
The old boys cricket was just so much better
than the football!
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The golf was followed by an enjoyable supper
and prizegiving in the clubhouse.
We return to Bath Golf Club on Friday 2
September 2011. We hope to add a parents
team to the staff and alumni teams, making
the competition even fiercer! If you would like
to join us please get in touch with Mike Stevens
on michaeljstevens@tiscali.co.uk

We were delighted to welcome back a squad
of nine old girls including Aisling Bury, Fiona
Murray, Giorgia Smith, Phoebe Hammill, Anna
Greene, Annabel Bayliss, Katie Pitchford-Pecchia,
Fiona Rae and Josephine Close, whilst Georgina
Everitt supported. The alumnae took on an equally
keen school team, playing a competitive game,
where the old girls emerged victorious after a flurry
of goals at either end, with a final score of 4-3. Huge
thanks go to the two umpires Cathy Williams,
Head of Girls Games at Prior and Suzannah
Angelo-Sparling (PPC 85-87).
We are still in the foothills of the old girls hockey
fixture and working hard to make it a permanent
feature of the PPA sporting calendar. The next
fixture will be in September 2012 (no old girls
hockey in September 2011 since we will be
without a school opposition team due to an away
tournament) so our aim is to find a full squad
for the 2012 event! Please register your interest
with one of our old girls hockey representatives:
Suzannah Angelo-Sparling (ex PPC 85)
samas33@hotmail.com Giorgia Smith (ex PPC 09)
giorgiasmith@live.co.uk Georgina Everitt (ex PPC 10)
georginaeveritt@hotmail.com Sarah Dalrymple
(ex PPC 11) sarahdalrymple@hotmail.co.uk

Old Boys
Rugby
Giles Pruett

way line as Arthur delivered his ‘daily’ dose of
rampaging runs. None could best, however, the
mazy running angles and lines of the Jatonator
– ‘Oh-no’!

Never has the phrase ‘rugby was
the winner’ been so aptly used
to describe a spectacle of such
biblical proportion.

Over 120 points, more ‘off the cuff ’ rugby than
a Barbarian’s showpiece match and all the
derring-do of a covert offensive into enemy
territory. The old boys gave it all to the expectant
crowd. 10 a-side, who would have thought it!
There seemed to be 50 rugby players on the
pitch at times, no blade of grass remained
unruffled; every pass in existence was given
and moves more intricate than Greek tragedy
were displayed with abandon.
Recent leavers littered the field of combat;
‘Chelsea’ Salsbury strutted like a peacock, whilst
Nathan ‘Judith’ Chalmers holidayed his way
through the first quarter and Harry decked the
halls with skills so jolly... fa la la la la, la la la. Then
Ed was ‘Bought... on’ and the shape of the game
changed as Jack put his ‘cape-on’ and turned into
a Super-player. ‘A-Jay’ fluttered around the half

Then came the ‘fast-set’ Class of 2007, sveltelike, athletic, ripped and buff. ‘Oh-no’, the
crowd cheered ‘what’s that coming over the
hill, is it a...’ no its Rhino-Lowes, man of steel,
an impenetrable fortress. James ran with all the
speed of ‘Sir Donald’ Campbell as the Johnsons
Stu and Caspian showed soft touches indeed
worthy of some ‘baby-lotion’. Sebastian ‘Cooked’
up some magic, as Hemmings ‘maxed’ out and
Johnsy ‘headed’ up the all time play book.

play against one of the most successful teams
of recent times led by Daniel Ryan-Lowes.
It will take place on Saturday 10 September
2011 on the Monument Field, kicking off
at 5pm – anybody interested in playing,
in either squad, please email me on
gpruett@priorpark.co.uk or contact
Debbie O’Bryan on ppa@priorpark.co.uk

Last... but definitely not least came the old
stagers, long in the tooth and large in the jersey
size; nobody could ‘Read’ Jamie’s dummies as
Fane cheered “have a go-Joe, I’ll be ‘Glad-win’
this is all over’’.
Tumultuous thanks should be bestowed upon
the other men of steel Mr Rhidian McGuire and
Mr Liam St John for giving up their time to show
us all some moves and of course to the Prior Park
Godfather Mr Denis Clarke who refereed with
grace and diplomacy as ever.
May I thank all the boys for giving up their time
to support such an important venture and hope
they will all return next year when we hope to
stage the 1st XV of 2006-07 against all-comers.
It should be a fantastic occasion and a chance to
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Fond

Old Boys
Hockey

Old Girls
NETBALL

Jon Fry

The Old Boys Hockey Club versus the School
match returned to Prior Park this year after
the recent trend of old boys taking each other
on. Would the old boys once again show that
experience would win the day, or would the
current batch of Prior Park superstars gain the
upper hand? Certainly the old boys were keen
to test their mettle against the Prior Park 1st XI.

Anne-Marie Layet

refreshments to the delight of everybody
and it was the ideal way to end the weekend.
The talk was of next year and resuming the
same format, so watch this space for old
boy hockey developments
The Squad pictured above:

This year’s team of Old Girls included a lot more
recent leavers than in previous years. This left me
with the feeling that some old girls are getting
older (me!) and some younger (almost everyone
else). Many in this year’s squad had played for the
school within the last two years. But they’re Old
Girls now, and very welcome (and fit and fast
and skilful) new recruits to the team.

back row left to right: Sam Dawson, Andrew

The school team was, as always, managed by
Mr Hall and was this year captained by Will
Matthews, in the absence of Hugo Harris
who was away on a diving trip. The old boys,
however, were out in full, with an array of
talent from former Prior Park XIs. We even
had substitutes, such was the strength in
depth and numbers available.
The school played very well in patches, considering
the formidable opposition that they were up
against and it is clear that there are some talented
youngsters soon to join the old boys. The final
score was 2-1 to the College. Goals for the 1st XI
came from the young guns Peter Borton and
Luke Tapsfield with the old boys netting in a
more competitive second half. James Campbell
providing the final touch!
Mr Fry and Mr Grimshaw (old boy and coach)
umpired. It was good to see all three staff
members there; many thanks to them all.
Tea was held in the mansion where the now
legendary Jane Frere cakes were served with
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Johnson, Steve Brady, Darren Crawford, Harry Blathwayt,
Andrew Owen, Paul O’Dea, Tom Wheeler, Michael Jones,
James Morrison, James Campbell
front row left to right: Paul Wolstencroft,
Ed Borton, Lawrie Frere, Martin Woodhouse, James
Powell, Ben Moorhouse

In defence this year and making interceptions out
of nowhere were Becca Clarke, Cath O’Dea and
Fi Rae. Our centre, and the backbone of the team,
was Phoebe Hammill. In attack, and on great form,
were Kate Morrison, Jo Bleakly (née Hancock),
and Hannah Eyre. Despite all this talent, we lost
20-16, meaning the Old Girls now have an unbroken
record for losing (three games in a row). An
unbroken record, I think, that needs breaking.
Talking about breaks, we all suspected the worst
when Cath O’Dea went over on her ankle in the
first quarter, and had one of her little girls crying
on the sideline! Fortunately it was just a bad
sprain and everyone is feeling much better.
I know for sure that Cath won’t be playing next year,
which means more space for anyone else who fancies
a game. If you would like to play, do get in touch
with me on alayet@blueyonder.co.uk. Absolutely
no experience is necessary, just bags of enthusiasm
and a sweet tooth for those delicious post match
cakes. Other old girls netball representatives
include: Fiona Rae fionarae@hotmail.co.uk
and Giorgia Smith giorgiasmith@live.co.uk

Farewells

Following the PPA sports fixtures on Sunday 20
March 2011, the PPA invited three important
guests of honour to a tea of fond farewells: Mrs
Susan Ashby, Dr Margaret Ruxton and Dr
Richard Wells, all of whom took retirement
during the 2010/11 school year. Between these
three much loved members of staff, they have
69 years of loyal service to the College – to the
far-ranging activities of its wider community,
as well as to the highly respected Science
Department. Here, the quality of their teaching
has always been inspirational, and prompted so
many former pupils to write in to express their
gratitude and to return to raise a glass of fizz
in their honour.
Susan Ashby, who retired at the end of the
Michaelmas term 2010 started at Prior Park,
teaching Biology, in September 1990. Mrs
Ashby became a Housemistress and took
great care of the students in Fielding House,
building a strong bond with the girls who keep
in touch with her to this day. She went on to
be appointed Second Deputy Head, working
alongside Denis Clarke. Her own children Sally
and Jack are also Prior Park alumni; Jack was
undertaking fieldwork in Tasmania in March
but we were delighted that Sally was able to
join the celebrations.
Dr Margaret Ruxton joined Prior in January
1993 as a Chemistry teacher and went on to
become Head of the Chemistry Dept in 1996;
she was then appointed Director of Studies in
September 1998. Dr Ruxton made a seamless
transition to Registrar in September 2000 and
worked for the following 10 years as Director
of Admissions and Marketing, ensuring, in the
highly competitive Bath independent school
sector, a full roll call at the school ever since. She
retired at the end of the Lent term 2011, having
gained along the way an in-depth knowledge of
every 11 and 13 year old applicant’s pet dog and
guinea pig! Her colleagues will miss her great
sense of humour which pervaded her tireless
work and devotion to Prior Park.

teaching has inspired many students to pursue
careers in science and medicine. Well known
also for supplying the musical entertainment at
Prior social events with his own band, Dr Wells
introduced school musicals to a student body
who delighted in the chance to sing and perform.
His creative integrity and warm and humorous
direction brought out the best in his students,
some of whom have gone on to find careers in
the field. Stand out productions over the years
include West Side Story and Guys and Dolls,
right up to his last production, Anything Goes
in March 2011. Rick took his final bow at
Prior at the 2011 Speech Day.
All three teachers told us entertaining personal
anecdotes from their careers at Prior, including
Dr Ruxton’s tale of her very first Chemistry
lesson when one of her students (whose first
name rhymes with ‘tea’ but whose identity is
otherwise protected!) caused a Bunsen burner
to explode in the lab. But the final message was
that their motivation and job satisfaction over
the years lay in the progress and development
of their pupils – as Rick said to the assembled
alumni, ‘It’s all about you!’
Speeches were followed by fabulous, moving
performances in the John Wood Chapel by
talented former pupils Kasia Mills, now Nesbit
(PPC 85-92), Bruce Walcroft (PPC 89-95)
and Julia Reichwald, now Julez Hamilton (PPC
90-96). They had arranged the mini concert
(kindly accompanied by Director of Music,
Roland Robertson) to thank Rick in particular
for the support and encouragement he had given
them at school. Kasia sang I Don’t Know How To
Love Him from Jesus Christ Superstar by Lloyd
Webber, Bruce sang Close Every Door To Me and
Julez As Long As He Needs Me, both songs from
Oliver by Lionel Bart. They closed by singing
together the very apt For Good from Wicked
by Stephen Schwartz. There wasn’t a dry eye
in the house

Dr Richard Wells was appointed to teach Biology
and Chemistry by the new lay administration
at Prior in September 1981. He became Head
of Biology in 1988 and was then promoted to
head up the Science Department in 1989; his
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The Real

Archipelago
Tom Bury

Tom Bury left Prior in 2005 and the summer
of 2010 saw him taking to the skies in a great
Caribbean adventure.

Centurion November 210 Bravo
X-ray, maintain 130 knots until
4 miles DME, traffic following is
a Virgin Atlantic 747 on an eight mile
final, surface wind 230 degrees at 17
knots, runway 25, cleared to land.

The heat and humidity as we touched down
at Antigua’s International Airport transformed
the cockpit into a small greenhouse. Oli, kindly
acting as co-pilot, wiped the condensation from
the windshield.
We had come a long way since our initial
departure from San Diego CA 45 days earlier
on a windy February morning! Our aircraft
was a Cessna 210L - bursting with camping
equipment, fishing rods, four oversized
rucksacks, and finally their owners - Dom Bury,
Oli Lawson, Michelle Campbell and myself.
Taking off at absolute maximum weight, we
resembled a heavily pregnant seagull. Climbing
to 11,500 feet, we banked eastwards towards
the Caribbean Archipelago. The objective for
myself: to gain flight hours for my Commercial
Pilot’s Licence. The objective of my passengers:
to explore the ‘real’ Caribbean.
Having crossed the US continent in three days,
we experienced a small delay in New Mexico
with a complete electrical failure (at night, over
a very dark, empty desert). However, following
an interesting light-less emergency landing at El
Paso, repairs were made and we were back in the
air in less than 20 hours. Stopping at Houston,
New Orleans, Orlando and lastly Ft Lauderdale,
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we were finally ready to enter the Caribbean.
Fully fuelled, we crossed the Miami seafront
heading straight for the Bahamas.
Over the next four days we flew southbound over
the Exuma Islands, witnessing the most incredible
bright blue seas, deserted islands and exotic
beaches. We overnighted on Staniel and
Normans Cay islands and spent blissful days
snorkelling, spear fishing and sailing, experiencing
the first of many rum induced hangovers!
We negotiated a Dominican Republic
thunderstorm on arrival at Santa Domingo and
then moved on to the BVI. Descending through
dense haze on approach to Beef Island, we were
confronted with the Caribbean reality of mass
tourism and large hotels. From the air however,
the Virgin Islands are unsurpassed in their beauty
and geography. Moving onto St Kitts and Nevis
some days later was a relief, where we found
friendlier locals and far fewer tourists.
Our ambitious plans to continue to South
America were curtailed. The aftermath of the
Haiti earthquake had caused AVGAS prices
to rise by 500%; ultimately meaning our final
island destination would be Antigua. The silver
lining was our final stay in Falmouth Harbour
where Oli nearly caught a shark with his less
than adequate fishing rod only five minutes
after a group swim!
In early April we touched down back in San
Diego, having flown a round trip of over 6,500
miles. Our incredible adventure provided stories
that will be told and re-told for a very long time!
Currently Michelle works as an Economist with
HSBC in Dubai, Oli is a financial advisor in
Bristol, Dom is training for his PGC and I am
completing my final flight training in the hope
of securing a commercial flying job, most likely
in Botswana, Indonesia or the Maldives, later
this year

2010

PPA Dinner

A very special Association dinner that will linger
long in the memory was held at the College on
Saturday 16 October 2010, when the Archbishop
Emeritus of Westminster, Cardinal Cormac
Murphy-O’Connor (who finished his studies here
in 1950) returned to his old school as guest speaker.

The Association bade farewell to the very
conscientious President of the last five years,
consultant ophthalmic surgeon, Christopher Liu
(Class of 79) as he handed the chain of office
to his successor, Tony Bury (PPC 64-70).

A new and exciting phase for the Alumni
It was a truly enjoyable evening, starting with a
Association starts here!
glass of fizz in the Mansion where the Cardinal
†
met some familiar faces from his own schooldays
– Brian Auty was also thrilled to meet up with other
familiar faces Anthony Finnegan and David Crook The following morning, to the delight of the
congregation, Cardinal Cormac led an uplifting
– neither of whom he had seen for many years.
Mass and the Senior Chapel Choir and Director
of Music, Roland Robertson, pulled out all
Guests were then treated to a fabulous music
the stops!
recital in the John Wood Chapel where current
pupil Archie Smith was announced PPA Music
Prize Winner for the 2010/11 academic year.
The Catering Manager, Trevor Phillips, and his
talented team produced a first class dinner and
the boarding students who helped to serve and
offer wine to the guests did a great job.
Recent leavers Georgia Mills (ex PPC 09) and
Patrick Tobin returns to Prior!
Tom Yardley (Class of 2008) joined the dinner
and shared memories from their very special
2010 Lourdes trip with their fellow pilgrims, staff The PPA Dinner 2011 takes place at the College
members Peter Thompson and Charlotte Cummins. on Saturday 15 October. We are delighted to
announce that our Guest of Honour this year
is former Headmaster, Patrick Tobin, who
steered the College through the first years of
lay administration from 1981 until 1989 and
oversaw the introduction of girls in 1982.

Cardinal Cormac was a wonderful,
skilful, entertaining speaker –
delighted to be back at Prior with
his nephew, PPC Headmaster
James, by his side.

He regaled us with joyful tales of singing to the
Queen Mother and some interesting insights
from the 2005 papal conclave, all imbued
with the delightful humour which Brian Auty
remembers was evident in the schoolboy too.

We have asked Patrick to speak about the
challenges he encountered in taking on a
wholesale regime change at Prior and how the
transition to a lay administration was achieved
– no mean feat! For all those who remember the
80s at Prior this will be an interesting evening as
we glean insights into the world Mr Tobin, and
his wife Margery, took on in 1981 and beyond.
Ticket order forms are mailed with the Gossip
Bowl magazine and also available from the PPA
Office on ppa@priorpark.co.uk There is no
requirement for black tie and reunion tables can
be organised for the evening if you would like to
get a group of friends together. If you have any
queries or would like help from the PPA Office
please get in touch
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PREPARATORY

report

Mark Pearce

This has been a ‘Cerberus’ year for the school,
it has seen three Heads during the last 12
months. Gerard Hobern celebrated his
final term with an exhilarating flight over
the school; Vaughan Jelley continued to
steer the ship for six months, and in the
New Year I was welcomed as the third Head
since lay administration began almost 30
years ago. Last year also saw the retirement
of Sister Judith Wilkinson after 23 years
of looking after all ‘her little chickens’.

Pupils have continued to flourish and achieve
remarkable success in a wide variety of fields.
All of last year’s leavers were accepted into
their first choice senior school and more than
half achieved a scholarship. Sporting success
continued for U13 boys during cricket season
with the team winning the Prior Park College
Eleven-a-side Tournament and losing only
two out of 12 matches. We have also had
a very successful hockey term with the U13
and U11 boys winning county championships;
the U13 girls were county champions too
and won the hockey tournament on their
Jersey tour.

Paragon
report

The Paragon, the junior school to Prior Park
College, is enjoying a rather special birthday:
2011 is our centenary year. The school was
founded one hundred years ago by a rather
eccentric Olympic gymnast, Captain Olsson,
who launched the school in a town house
at No. 11, The Paragon, in central Bath.
Unearthing the history of our school, it’s
heartening to discover that eccentricity lies
in its original DNA. It has never been an
especially conventional prep school – it values
inclusivity not exclusivity, it celebrates diversity
of personality and aptitude. The Paragon’s
founder was a colourful character who allegedly
spent an inordinate amount of time jumping,
enthusiastically, from one area of school life to
another... and always in a pair of plimsolls! We
believe that Captain Olsson would approve of
the vast range of activities that take place, weekly,
in the school he founded all those years ago.

Titus Mills
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An art and music tour to Venice in the spring
provided 45 pupils with a richly rewarding
and enjoyable experience. The choir gave a
memorable performance in St. Mark’s Basilica.
Year 7 pupils also benefited from a week in
Normandy last October taking in the sights of
Mont St Michel and Bayeux whilst improving
their French skills. Owing to illness, this year’s
hugely entertaining production, ‘Bugsy Malone’,
was held over until the summer term. The
Pre-Prep Nativity performance of ‘The Most
Disgruntled Snowman’ was a real triumph.
Our charity work continues to support a wide
number of local and national organisations, mainly
determined by the School Council. For the second
year running, the annual Wessex Walk from
Stonehenge to Salisbury involved over 90 walkers,
raising a tremendous sum for ‘Save the Children’.
Help for Heroes, Barnados, MacMillan, CAFOD
and Helen & Douglas House have also received
healthy donations. We have a child sponsored
through World Vision and are about to embark
on what we hope to be a lasting relationship with
Bala Orphanage School in Kenya.

Savings

Being generous to charity in your will might
mean more for your family if you die after
6 April 2012.
The Chancellor is introducing an entirely new
rate of Inheritance Tax for the wealthy who
leave a proportion of their estate to charity. If an
individual leaves 10% or more of their net estate
to charity, the tax rate that applies to the other
90% (or less) will be reduced from 40% to 36%.
Net estate for this purpose means the value after
deducting all other Inheritance Tax exemptions,
reliefs and the nil rate tax band.

The government has promised a consultation
document on the implementation of this
exciting new tax very soon.

a new display celebrating academic excellence,
outdoor learning with Swainswick Explorers,
a poetry competition, dads’ football, a Christmas
shoebox appeal for Romanian families, samba
band rehearsals, the school ski trip, vespers
at Bath Abbey, a pampering evening, a piano
concert. And those were just the general notices!

Visiting

But the remarkable thing is that this particular
newsletter, is not remarkable. Take your
pick, from any week, in any term, and in each
newsletter you will find different individual
events, but the same breadth, the same variety.
Variety is the spice of life, but it is also the
hallmark of a strong school. The eccentric
Captain Olsson set The Paragon on the right
track all those years ago.
Since 1911 The Paragon has educated thousands
of boys and girls. It has a happy history; it
continues to be a very happy place. As one recent
school advert stated, it’s a community celebrating
one hundred years of ‘learning and laughter.’

In the meantime, if you would like to receive a
legacy information leaflet or to talk to somebody
about the work Prior Park is doing and how your
legacy might help, please contact the Deputy
Bursar, Mrs Julie Barr, who will be delighted
to hear from you.
Please contact Julie Barr on jbarr@priorpark.co.uk
or call 01225 835353 ext 205

Taking the example of somebody who has a £1m
net estate, who chooses to leave £100,000 to a
charity such as Prior Park, a saving of 4% would
be made on the other £900,000 leaving an extra
£36,000 for beneficiaries.

The school has entered an exciting period of
development and there will be a warm welcome
for anyone wishing to visit

Happy Birthday to The Paragon. Charge your
One of our weekly newsletters gives a sense of the glasses... here’s to a great little school, to the last
breadth of life at The Paragon in 2011, including: one hundred years... and on to the next!
a short story competition, sporting success at a
regional Biathlon, a battlefield tour to Holland,
for Pre-Prep Nativity plans, African drum lessons,
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Inheritance Tax

Prior Park College

Our alumni, together with their friends and
family, are very warmly welcome back at Prior
Park. It is a beautiful school in a stunning setting
and we know that our former pupils are rightly
proud of it! For many of our boarders, it has
always been a home from home.

us a little time to arrange the domestics. During
external exam season many venues are accessible,
apart from the Academy Hall and Gymnasium
which are used as exam halls.
When you arrive please sign in with the
Reception Desk.

Of course, Prior Park is still a school, and in
Looking forward to hearing from you
order to comply with current child protection
legislation, we are not always able to show visitors
as much as they would like to see, especially
during term time. We will, however, always
do the best we can for you, our alumni!
To ensure that we can make your visit as
satisfying as possible, if you could please call
or email ahead (ppa@priorpark.co.uk 01225
835353 ext 244 or Reception), giving us some
notice, we can arrange a time when the PPA
Secretary (who is in school part time) or other
staff member, is available to take you round some
of your old haunts. Depending on the school
timetable, it should be possible to show you areas
of particular interest, especially if you can give
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5
Year

Reunion
of the Upper Vs of 1960

The weekend of the 26 and 27 June 2010 was
probably the best of the summer in terms of
sunshine and it was a wonderful choice of date
for our reunion at the school. Ian Haddon and
I worked together to reunite those of us who had
been in Upper V in 1960. Why the Upper V of
1960? Well some of us went on into the Sixth
Form and others left Prior for pastures new.
We wanted to include all our friends, so the two
classes of 1960 celebrated a 50 year get-together.

joined by the Headmaster, James MurphyO’Connor. After drinks, it was down to the
Refectory for an excellent meal. Gone are the
days of evil smelling brown stew dumped on
the end of the table in round metal bowls.
We enjoyed an excellent four course meal and
were then treated to a variety of humorous
reminiscences from anyone who felt the urge
to speak. One of the funniest was Ian Haddon’s
tale of constructing a raft on the lakes only to
discover the next day that the pallet to make
Luckily, being the Membership Secretary of the
the raft, which had been carefully stolen from
PPA, meant I had access to the database and
the courtyard outside St Peters, was in fact
was able to email or phone a wide variety of our
destined to become the Altar for the Corpus
contemporaries who were located all over the world. Christi procession. Brother Beattie promised dire
consequences (wholesale strapping) if the altar
On Saturday 26 June 25 ‘Old Boys’ met in the
was not returned within 24 hours. Ian and fellow
Mansion around midday and, with the help of
thieves recuperated the raft in the dead of night
alcohol, greeted long lost friends and their wives
and it dried out in time for the procession.
and partners. Everyone had been invited to bring
relevant photographs and these were displayed on On Sunday those in need of spiritual refreshment
a notice board which produced a lot of reminiscing attended the special sung Mass in the Chapel and
and frequent outbursts of “Who the hell was that admired the fabulous singing of the school choir.
guy?” In glorious sunshine we then enjoyed a buffet Once again initials scratched into the pews were
lunch on the lawn next to the Mansion steps.
eagerly sought by those who had defaced sacred
furniture 50 years earlier. As Sunday was the day
Chris Thicks could not make it at the last minute, for the annual Old Boys cricket match a special
which was a great shame, but many of you may
hog roast lunch was provided by the PPA.
know that as a Senior Manager with the National
Trust he had been involved in the planning for
After lunch we enjoyed a ‘Classes of 60’ bespoke
the restoration of the grounds sloping down to
tour of the school conducted by a very polite
the Palladian Bridge and the lakes. Thanks to
and smiling Sixth Former. It was interesting to
Chris we had a personal tour of the grounds led
see how much had altered but comforting to
by Mathew Ward the National Trust Manager
find some very familiar areas such as the Round
in charge. A lot of excavation and restoration
Room, the gym and the classrooms on the first
has transformed the area known to us for the
floor above, not forgetting the entrance to St.
ever pervading smell of wild garlic and cigarette
Pauls and the main staircase. We were shown
smoke! Most of the graffiti has been removed
around St. Pauls by Charis Saunders-Prouse
from the Palladian Bridge but there are still
who perhaps epitomises the huge changes that
a few initials that were recognisable.
have occurred since our time as she is one of the
resident tutors in St. Pauls which is exclusively
In the evening we reconvened for drinks in the
a boy’s boarding house.
Mansion (courtesy of the PPA) where we were
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Peter Hilton
For those who stayed till the end of the day, there
was cricket on the main playing field with tea
and cakes served in the new pavilion. A further
bout of reminiscing took place looking at the
photographs of past sports teams which are
displayed in the pavilion.
Missing friends who couldn’t make it at the last
moment were: Chris Thicks, Brian Lucarotti,
Sean Lacey and remarkably Rolando Sanchez
who had taken the trouble to call me from
Bolivia to say he was coming.
We had a fantastic two days and Ian and I were
particularly grateful to those who came from
overseas and deserve a special mention: Michael
Somerscales from the States, Chris Ryland from
Australia and Ian Short and Wilf de Freitas, both
from Canada. A very special mention for Lionel
(Lino) Linares who flew in from Gibraltar despite
having very impaired eyesight. Lionel came with
his wife Raquel and his daughter Carolina with
her husband Alex and their baby daughter.
Carolina is also a former pupil of Prior, illustrating
one of the major changes since our time!

50 Year Reunion - group photograph

Finally a special thank you to Debbie O’Bryan
for all her help, to Mike Somerscales and Phil
Harvey for the numerous photographs and to my
wife Marie-Blanche for the flower arrangements
on the tables in the evening and for her unstinting
help with all the administrative arrangements
50 year reunion - group photograph
standing left to right: Wilfrid de Freitas, Michael
Clarke, Ben Rosevink, Peter Waring, Laurie Gibney,
Phil Harvey, Chris Lennon, Ian Short, David Ryland,
Chris Ryland, Tim Newling, Mike Somerscales.
sitting left to right: Dion O’Leary, Bill Vidal,
Mark Britten, Paul Britten, Peter Hilton, Ian Haddon,
Paul Watts,Edmund Henderson.
present but not in photo: Geoff Ferreira,
Lionel Linares, Sean Biddulph,Alan Forestier-Walker.
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Weddings
Sophie and Tom Steward

Alastair and Emma Weston

Harriet and Giles Huxley-Parlour

Sophie Nairne (ex PPC 03) met her husband
Tom just after graduating. Whilst working for
a recruitment agency she interviewed Tom for
a job with the NHS. He had just returned from
Canada and didn’t know anyone in the area, so
she invited him to her church; to her surprise he
came along, and the rest, as they say, is history!

On the 10 April 2010 Alastair Weston (PPC
89-95) married his wife Emma Lucas at Prior
Park Chapel. It was a beautiful day with the sun
shining throughout and was enjoyed by family
and friends who had travelled across the country
to share their wonderful day. Members of the
Chapel Choir sang during the ceremony and
provided the finishing touches to the ceremony
that was performed by Fr Tom Gunning. Old
boy Alex Mimmack (PPC90-95) was one of
the two best men.

In April 2010, thanks to the infamous volcanic
ash cloud Harriet Pitt (ex PPC 1998) and Giles
Huxley-Parlour got married under beautiful clear
blue sunny skies. They enjoyed the most happy
and fun of days with all their friends and family.
There were some pretty epic journeys from
across the world with all flights being cancelled
and their honeymoon destination was swiftly
altered from Mauritius to Cornwall. Giles and
Harriet met at a dinner party in London and
soon discovered that apart from both being
nicknamed “HP” they also both hailed from
Bath and that their parents knew each other!
Giles went to King Edwards across the valley
but his younger brother, Julian, made the
sensible decision to come to Prior.

On 9 April 2010 their own pastor led the warm
and personal wedding service at Prior. Sophie
had five bridesmaids, including her two sisters
and her Lower 6 Prior roommate, Anna Samuel.
Sophie walked down the aisle to O Mio Babbino
Caro from the opera Gianni Schicchi, beautifully
sung by her old singing teacher, Alicia Caroll.
Great reassurance was drawn from a glimpse
of her old housemistress, Mrs McCarey out
of the corner of Sophie’s eye!
It was a glorious day so the view from the
Mansion was spectacular. Bride and groom
treasured the once in a life time experience
of having all their friends and family come
together for their special day.
The happy couple are now living in Preston,
Lancashire and are busy renovating their new
house. Tom still works for the NHS and the
Freedomcentre (their church) and Sophie will
soon start her Masters in Drama Therapy
at the University of Derby

Alastair and Emma met in 2007 in Southampton
where Alastair was working at the time and
Emma was completing her nursing qualifications.
Alastair and Emma are now living in Bristol
where Emma is a Paediatric nurse at Frenchay
Hospital and Alastair is a Regional Health
and Safety Manager at Unite Group PLC.
Since leaving Prior Park College, Alastair
went on to the University of the West of
England to study Politics and more recently
to Loughborough University to complete
a postgraduate diploma in Occupational
Health and Safety management.
After the ceremony the wedding party moved
to the Old Mill in Batheaston for the wedding
breakfast before Alastair and Emma departed
to Barbados for their honeymoon.
On the 2 April 2011, Emma and Alastair
welcomed the safe arrival of Jack Matthew
Allen Weston weighing 8lbs 6oz.

All remembered Tom Blathwayt cruising around
the College drive in his lovely old Morris Minor
and Tom kindly agreed to drive them to and
from their wedding. Harriet’s three ‘amazing’
sisters (Sophie, Camilla and Madeleine) were
her bridesmaids and other old Prior girls and
boys who attended were... Julian Huxley-Parlour,
Rose Griffiths (née Porteous), Josie Fletcher
(née Creed), Lucy Kidd, Hannah Anderson
(née Shaw), Hannah Mungo, Clare and Flora
Blathwayt and Charlie Fergie.
Giles and Harriet are living in London. Harriet
works as an Emergency Gynaecology nurse
at St Thomas’ Hospital and Giles has recently
opened a photography gallery in Piccadilly

Should you wish to contact Alastair, he is available
on alastair.weston@unite-group.co.uk
Alastair's wedding photography by John Holbrook

Nicholas and Josie York
Nick York (who joined PPC in1990) married
Josie in June 2010 at Prior Park, amidst the pews
where many a York has sat over the years! Josie
is a practising nurse and the happy couple were
joined by family, friends and their daughter Evie.
Father Duncan conducted the service and
a cracking day was had by all.
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Colin and Rebecca Sharples
On Saturday 7 August 2010, Rebecca Fulton
(PPC 90-92) married Colin Sharples (PPC
85-91) in the Chapel of Our Lady of the Snows
at Prior Park. Colin’s brother, Stephen, was Best
Man and Rebecca’s sister, Elizabeth, Maid of
Honour. It was a wonderful day in a beautiful

at Prior
setting shared by family, friends and several Prior
alumni – Damian Hebron, Ed Layet and Lucy
Layet (née Tobin), Justin Stenner, Matthew
Tobin and Richard Parkin.
Rebecca and Colin met again after school in
2009 in London where Rebecca is an artist and
Head of History of Art at Harrow School and
Colin works in Government.
Rebecca looked stunning in a cream Duchess silk
gown made by her mother, Barbara, and pure silk
cathedral length veil. Elizabeth wore a vintage
inspired cream dress also made by Rebecca’s mother,
with Manolo Blahnik ‘something blue’ high
heels. Rebecca’s bridesmaids were each in sapphire
blue Karen Millen dresses and Colin looked very
handsome in his tailcoat and cream waistcoat.

40
year reunion

A moving wedding ceremony was conducted by
former Prior Park Chaplain, Fr. Peter Cornwell.
After the ceremony, champagne and canapés
were served on the Mansion steps as Rebecca and
Colin had photographs taken on the Palladian
Bridge. A sumptuous wedding breakfast was
provided by Trevor Phillips and his team in the
Academy Hall and celebrations continued into
the evening with entertainment provided by
The reunion of the Class of 1970 took place
Dr Richard Wells’ band
at Prior on 29 May 2010 and was attended by
a number of old boys who, after some group
debate concerning possible alternate locations
agreed to meet at the College. Tony Bury and
Simon Howell particularly had worked to try
and contact new groups and individuals to invite
them to celebrate the 40 years that had elapsed
since they all left Prior. In the event and despite
a massive collective effort, the number who
actually attended was disappointingly small –
Jeremy and Tracy Johnson
select, but undeniably small!
Jeremy (PPC 91-98) met Tracy in October 2005
at a ruby wedding anniversary. Having lived
together for nearly two years, Jeremy proposed
on Boxing Day 2009 and was elated when Tracy
accepted! They then set the wedding date for 28
August 2010 and hoped that the Chapel of Our
Lady of the Snows was available for the wedding
ceremony. All their expectations came to fruition
with a truly memorable and wonderful service
conducted by Father Bill and a stunning vocal
performance of Schubert’s Ave Maria by former
pupil Zoe Bristow. Following the service they
had some spectacular photos taken on the Mansion
steps including some overlooking the valley and
Palladian Bridge. The wedding breakfast and
reception was then held at Grittleton Manor
House – a perfect, unforgettable day.
Jeremy currently works as a Highway engineer
for South Gloucestershire council and the
happy couple live in Bristol

It is interesting to reflect however that when
PPC alumni do get together it is evident that
if Prior Park College is about anything, it’s
about lifelong friendship. Amongst those of
us who from time to time attend functions,
and often to our own surprise, we discover
that the friendships are more important than
we had realised and it is a unique joy to meet
people whom one has known literally all one’s
life. The bonds between PPC members are
extraordinarily strong and this can only be
discovered by attending a reunion.
Jerry Gilmer, Will Lee and Peter McMurray,
Tony Bury and Simon Howell and others
attended this fun and affectionate reunion,
together with Mick England who was a massively
welcome addition, back to PPC with his family
for the first time in some 35 years. Will Lee
as ever was busy with his camera, having set
up a slide show running on a big screen in the

Simon Howell

Mansion which took us all back to the late 60s
and early 70s and which triggered so many memories.
Lunch was held in the Refectory where other age
groups met and mingled, together with academic
staff. Tony O’Sullivan was as full of life as ever
and it’s evident to all who see that Dorian Gray
is alive and well and living in Bath! The old boys
had a guided tour of the College taking in St
Peter’s and the old round room (which hadn’t
changed a bit), the newly refurbished swimming
pool, the Academy Hall with its fabulous plasterwork
(painstakingly restored following the fire of
1991), the Library and the John Wood Chapel.
A great day was had by all. It is sad that more
alumni from our era did not seize the moment
and commit to return to the College – even
just this once – to discover a memorable
laughter-filled day as we collectively recalled
the stupidities of our youth and caught up on
today. Surprisingly, these are days full of genuine
affection for each other and meeting old Prior
Park students is always life-affirming, fun and
a return to roots with arguably our oldest
friends. May 2010 was no exception.
Others attending, some with wives and
partners included:
Mark Baker, Martin Bury, Dominic Eedle,
Tim Garner, Simon Morgan and former staff
Cy Symonds and Vic Ferguson plus Mostyn
Thomas’s widow, Joy
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Prior Park

Memorabilia

James Scrase etching of Prior Park

A memorial bench in the grounds of Prior Park

This unmounted print of an original etching by
James Scrase has an off-white background. The
price is £10 to include UK postage and packaging.

Former pupil Alexi Argyris (PPC 95-00) and his
family commissioned a beautiful oak bench in
memory of his brother Rico who died in 2008.
The bench sits outside Allen House where Rico
spent many happy days and it has a brass plaque
inscribed as follows:

PPA tie
The PPA tie in navy with the distinctive turquoise,
and fine red and yellow stripes is available in silk
at £20, in polyester at £10 or as a silk bow tie at
£12. UK postage and packaging is an additional £2.
PPA Bookmark
PPA double-sided bookmarks with Christopher
Liu’s sketch of the Mansion are available at £1
each, postage and packaging within the UK
is an additional £1.
If you would like to order any of these PPA items
where UK postage is stated, please send a cheque
made payable to Prior Park Association to The
PPA Office c/o Prior Park College, Ralph Allen
Drive, Bath BA2 5AH. Overseas or bulk postage
quotes on any memorabilia items can be obtained
from the PPA Secretary on ppa@priorpark.co.uk
School Uniform
Items of school uniform, including the striped
Prior Park scarf can be bought online from the
College supplier John Moore Stitch and Print
in Bath at www.jmsstitchandprint.co.uk (they
are happy to ship overseas too).
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RICO C. ARGYRIS
1976 – 2008
R.I.P.
(PPC 1990 – 1995)
Don’t count the years... count the memories
If other families would like similar memorial
benches for their loved ones, the supplier is
Oxford Memorial Benches (www.oxmembench.co.uk
tel 01993 881464) and the style we have adopted
is the straight backed Oxford in either the
medium or heavy weight. Please call or email the
PPA Secretary (ppa@priorpark.co.uk 01225
835353 ext 244) for further information.
The Phoenix School Magazine
The annual magazine produced by the
College is available to download or view
online on the home page of the school website
www.thepriorfoundation.com and new editions
are uploaded in the late autumn of each year.

Bishop Mervyn Alexander 1925 – 2010
Bishop Mervyn’s happy association with the
Prior Park schools stretched over 60 years and
remained undiminished during his years as
auxiliary bishop of Clifton (1972-4) and bishop
(1974-2001). His priestly ministry from 1948
and service and leadership as bishop covered
work throughout the large and widely scattered
diocese, in which the Prior Park schools
were only parts of a jigsaw. His wide-ranging
contributions were distinguished and effective
in ways that were attractively combined with
a natural modesty and humility. His special
qualities as a chaplain to the University
of Bristol, for example, and his generous
involvement in the life of the city of Bristol
were formally recognised in 2001 when he was
awarded an honorary Doctorate of Laws. With
typical dedication after he retired as bishop he
became parish priest of St Joseph’s in WestonSuper-Mare until 2008. He spent his final years
at St Angela’s Home in Clifton. Throughout
these long years of outstanding service and
Christian witness Prior Park College and Prior
Park Preparatory School received the constant
benefits of his wisdom, devotion and ministry.
The welfare and formation of young people
in Catholic Christian education mattered
to him profoundly.
He was a student at Prior Park College and
always a loyal old boy. As a prospective candidate
for the priesthood, the young Mervyn Alexander
(who had been attending Bishop Wordsworth
Boys’ Grammar School in Salisbury) was sent
by Bishop William Lee to Prior Park for the
Sixth Form in 1941. Although school days
under the Christian Brothers in the war were
tough by all accounts, there seems to have been
a tremendously strong ‘esprit de corps’ and
friendships were made for life. Teaching was
strong: academically, Prior Park punched well
above its weight. It was an anxious time too;
Prior Park was bombed in 1942, as were other
buildings in Bath, and a section of the boarding
house next to the chapel was destroyed. From
Prior Park Mervyn went to the Venerable
English College, Rome, then in temporary
accommodation at St Mary’s Hall near Preston,
the preparatory school to Stonyhurst College,
returning to Rome after the war.
Bishop Mervyn took great pastoral care of the
two Prior Park schools. In July 1972 he gave
out the prizes and spoke at Prior Park College’s
Speech Day. Each summer thereafter he came to
both schools to confirm candidates, preaching
with wisdom, encouragement and perception
to our young people. Typical was a masterly
sermon he gave on the true meaning of ‘college’,

Obituaries

Malcolm Upham 1922 – 2010
collegiality and community. His gentle pastoral
style and deep convictions shone through with
all whom he met and in every setting.
Bishop Mervyn was a Trustee of the Prior Park
Educational Trust as soon as it was set up in
1980 to oversee the departure of the Christian
Brothers and their replacement by a board of
governors and a lay headmaster. He was a most
supportive, incisive and shrewd trustee, serving
alongside the other two episcopal past pupils,
the then Bishop Cormac Murphy-O’Connor
of Arundel and Brighton, and Archbishop
John Aloysius Ward of Cardiff. Bishop Mervyn
served as a trustee until 2003 and he played
a crucial part, along with the two other bishops,
in securing the purchase of the freehold for
the College from the Christian Brothers in
1999. For the Headmasters of the College and
of the Preparatory School, trustee meetings
or confirmations were followed by a letter or
Christmas card of warm encouragement, often
sprinkled with delightful, rather dry humour.
To have the bishop’s constant support was of
inestimable value, especially during the years
which were exceptionally challenging for the
two Prior Park schools.
For Bishop Mervyn Catholic independent
schools might be independent of the state, but
never of the diocese, and he helped to underpin
the sense of all Catholic schools working
together for the well-being of the whole diocese.
For this and for many other reasons, public and
private, all those associated with the Prior Park
schools during this time were outstandingly well
served and led by Bishop Mervyn Alexander,
who will always be remembered with immense
gratitude, affection and respect. May he rest
in peace
Dr Giles Mercer
Headmaster of Prior Park College
(1996-2009)

Prior Park meant a great deal to Malcolm. He
remembered happy days under the care of Brother
Hayes and with old friends Bill Fallon, Bill Lundon
and Denis Gilmer and tending his school garden
with great friend Peter Rose. Malcolm’s long
family connection to the College dates back to
before the Indian Mutiny when his cousin, Edwin
Channing, was a pupil. Malcolm’s father Raymond
was a Prior Park student in the early 1900s
(becoming Captain of the St. Peter’s football
team in 1902). Malcolm started at Prior in 1932
and his brother Neville joined him five years
later. Having been appointed Captain of the
school in the Upper Sixth, Malcolm’s schooldays
came to an abrupt end when he was taken very ill
with a mastoiditis which left him deaf in one ear.
Whilst at Oscott College in Birmingham, Malcolm
read philosophy and early theological studies,
developing a fascination with the life and teaching
of Cardinal Newman. Aged 21, Malcolm entered
the novitiate of Buckfast Abbey, where he was
ordained priest in 1948. Malcolm was appointed
bursar during the building of the new Blessed
Sacrament Chapel with its striking stained glass
window designed by Fr Charles (who also made
the window of the Assumption over the altar in
the Prior Park Chapel). During this time, Malcolm
met Peggie, the widow of a doctor and mother to
two small boys, Myles and Peter, whom Malcolm
later went on to adopt. Malcolm obtained
a dispensation from Rome and married Peggie in
1978. They were blessed with a daughter, Katherine
and went on to enjoy 41 happy years together.
After becoming laicised Malcolm fulfilled his
vocation in a different way, continuing to touch
many people’s lives. He trained as a teacher
at Bishop Otter College in Chichester, and
following qualification, taught at a primary
school in Kingskerswell where he is still spoken
of with affection 28 years after his retirement.
Malcolm had been unwell with leukaemia for
12 years and sadly in May 2010 a liver tumor was
diagnosed. Just prior to his death on All Saints
Day, Malcolm had been anointed by his parish
priest, remarking to Peggie afterwards “Did you
notice Father anointed me as a priest, he turned
my hands over?” Malcolm’s homily started
with the information that he was one of the few
people to have received the Seven Sacraments.
Always a loving, caring man of great integrity and
strong faith, whose family was so important to him,
Malcolm leaves his widow Peggie, his children
Myles, Peter and Katherine, five grandchildren,
two great grandchildren and his brother Neville.
Our deepest sympathy is with them all
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Peter Scanlan 1929 – 2010

Denis Hardy 1922 – 2011

Paul Aitchison Wigmore 1935 – 2010

Peter was one of five children born to
Anastasia and William Scanlan. His father
was head teacher at Holy Rood Primary School
in Swindon where Peter received double
punishments for his mischievous behaviour –
once in school and again at home! At the age
of 11 he won a scholarship to Prior Park and
set the record for receiving the ruler the most
times before breakfast for failing to learn his
French vocabulary.

His old school friend, Eddie Still, known at
Prior as Tony, remembers Denis Hardy’s loyal
friendship, his pride in his old school and his
formidable performances as forward in the
rugby first XV. The boys remained in touch
throughout their lives, sharing the joy of their
families growing up.

Paul Wigmore was born on 17 February 1935
and grew up in Dursley, Gloucestershire. His
early education was in his home town but at
the age of eleven he entered Prior Park College.
He was a good student, and was seldom out of
the top three places in class, easily gaining good
GCE ‘O’ and A Level results.

Born in Wanstead in 1922, Denis studied
alongside ‘Tony’ at Prior Park College until
1740 when, having completed his O Levels, his
seventeenth birthday and the war cut short his
education. He joined the navy as a telegraphist
and was later selected for officer training. After
passing out, he served in the Mediterranean on
landing craft operations, going on to become
the first naval officer ashore at the Port of
Genoa with a remit to clear all mines.

He was an accomplished actor, specialising in
character roles, and starred in school productions
such as ‘Arsenic and Old Lace’ and ‘The
Happiest Days of your Life’. He was an NCO
in the newly formed Combined Cadet Force
and interested himself in many other school
activities. Always modest and self-effacing,
it came as a surprise to him to be awarded the
Prior Park Association Medal, which recognised
his all-round achievements rather than any
individual distinction.

On leaving Prior, Peter completed his National
Service as a radio engineer in Suez, but went on
to find his true vocation in teaching, training
at St Mary’s Strawberry Hill College. He
completed an additional qualification in
History at the University of Southampton
where he met the love of his life, Evelyn –
they were married in 1953.
Peter and Evelyn worked at a mission in Uganda,
taking their young daughter Catherine with
them – and adding Christopher, John, Michael
and Anne to their family whilst there. Peter
became a very successful Principal of Nyondo
Teacher Training College, a Mill Hill mission
in Mbale. Peter famously coached his barefoot
rugby sevens team to victory, two years running,
in the East African Sevens tournament at Nairobi.
In 1969 the family returned to England, settling
in Henbury. Peter found work as Deputy Head
of St Barnabas School in St Paul’s and went
on to become the greatly admired and much
loved Headmaster of Colston’s Primary School.
Many of his former pupils, their parents and
his teaching colleagues were present at Peter’s
funeral in Westbury on Trym.
On retirement, Peter honed his acute bridge
playing skills and took great pleasure in his
14 grandchildren and two great grandchildren,
sharing a passion for Swindon Town Football
Club’s highs and lows with them. Peter’s final
year was spent at Holmwood House nursing
home where Evelyn visited him daily, remaining
by his side until the end.

After a long and distinguished record of service
he was finally demobbed. He met his lovely wife
Daphne through a local dramatic society, whilst
working in London for his father. Following
the birth of their son Kevin, they moved to
Cheltenham where Denis later joined GCHQ,
remaining there until his retirement.
Throughout his life, Denis’ love for the sea
was very strong and he committed much time
and energy to the Sea Cadets. He founded the
local Royal Naval Reserve Wireless Training
Unit, remaining their CO for many years. He
became Club Commodore of a local sailing
club and even taught others to become Coastal
Yachtmasters. Denis’ passion for boats also
got his family on the water, memorably in his
converted lifeboat!
Later in life, prior to the onset of ill health,
Denis shifted his focus to dry land and he and
Daphne spent many happy summers exploring
France and Scotland in their caravan. Denis
died on 2 January 2011 and we send our deepest
sympathy to his widow Daphne and to their
children Kevin and Jane on their loss

Peter’s lasting legacy is the successful ‘Gangama
Project’, which he initiated in the late 1980s on
a return trip to Uganda, to support a woefully
underfunded babies’ home and orphanage on
the outskirts of Mbale. Now, thanks to a
dedicated team of loyal and committed
supporters, the babies’ home is thriving.
Our sincere sympathies go to Evelyn and
to all of Peter’s extended family

Obituaries continued

a member of the church council and actively
involved in the ecumenical movement. In
addition, Paul found time to visit other retired
P&G employees, invalided or living on their own.
Although a lifelong non-smoker, Paul was
diagnosed with lung cancer in early 2009. He
refused to allow his illness to interfere with his
way of life, continuing to cycle 20-30 miles each
week and visiting an aged ex-P&G employee on
bicycle only a few weeks before his death. Paul
died on 2 June 2010, surrounded by his family.
He is survived by his wife, Ann, three children
and five grandchildren

On leaving University, Paul joined the soap
products manufacturers, Thomas Hedley, later
to become Procter & Gamble, with whom he
remained throughout his working career. His
employment began in Newcastle upon Tyne,
where he met and married local girl Ann Tinsley.
For some time, they lived in Manchester where
he was the man behind Camay soap. Later,
they moved back to Newcastle and he entered
the personnel department, where his sound
judgement and friendly, sympathetic nature
stood him in good stead.
On retirement, Paul found plenty to occupy
himself from his many interests which included
model engineering, family history and cycling,
and he very much enjoyed the inevitable family
duties of a father and grandfather. He was a
pillar of his local church and was for many years

Roy’s widow Maureen has very kindly funded a
Roy Cox Memorial Cup to be presented annually
to a promising golfer.
The Mary Burnham Award

As well as offering gap year travel bursaries,
the Alumni Association funds an annual
Music Prize.
At the music recital preceding the PPA
Dinner on October 16 2010, Archie Smith
was awarded music vouchers in recognition
of his distinguished contribution to the
Chapel Choir, his solo classical singing and
his wonderful performances in pop bands and
numerous stage musicals over the years. Archie
will also be presented with the corresponding
PPA Music Cup at Speech Day 2011.

Chris Cowie (1985 – 2010)
We report the tragic news of the death of Chris
Cowie (ex PPC 2001) who died in a car accident
near his home in Corsham on 4 October 2010.
A truly delightful young man who was training
to be a paramedic, Chris is fondly remembered
by his peers and teachers at Prior Park. Chris
had kindly returned to the College in 2009
in his professional role. His parents and three
sisters remain in our thoughts and prayers

Awards
The Roy Cox PPA Golf Prize

The PPA Music Prize

On leaving school, Paul gained a place at
Birmingham University, but deferred his entry
until after completion of National Service. He
was quickly selected for officer training and was
commissioned as a Second Lieutenant in the
Royal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers and
posted to Egypt where he had responsibility
for running a REME workshop, repairing all
types of mechanised vehicles. He renewed
his involvement with the army after leaving
university by joining the Territorial Army,
where he enjoyed meeting old school friends,
including the Barrett brothers, at TA events.
Paul did well at University, obtaining an upper
second class BSc in Chemical Engineering.
During the summer holidays he found relevant
employment in USA and in France. In his final
year he was secretary of the Student Union.

Special

Many cups, prizes and awards
have kindly been donated by,
or in memory of, former pupils
of the College:

Joe Simons (1994 – 2011)

The Bisgood Silver Platter

It is with profound sadness that we must report
the death on 2 May 2011 of former pupil Joe
Simons (who left Prior at the end of the Upper
V in 2010), son to Academic Deputy Head Tom
Simons and brother to a current pupil. Joe was
an outstanding, gifted student with a quick wit;
a fine young man and devoted family member,
loved and admired by all who were privileged
to know him. Our deepest sympathies and
prayers remain with Joe’s family

This is a new award, donated to the College
by Prior Park patron Miss Jeanne Bisgood,
whose family gave a donation to purchase
the freehold of the College and grounds
in 1999. Jeanne’s father, a former pupil at
Prior in the 1890s, was a very accomplished
cricketer who played for Somerset. The platter
is being awarded annually from July 2011 in
recognition of commitment and dedication
to cricket.

Now in its third year, the Mary Burnham Award
for the girl who has made remarkable progress
during her time at Prior Park College was
awarded to Chloe Stevenson in July 2010.
The Prior Park Cup for Girls Hockey
This cup was donated to the College in 1987
by two of the first girls to join the school:
Suzannah Angelo-Sparling (PPC 85-87) and
Amanda Purbrik (PPC 85-87). It is awarded
to the girl who has made the most improvement
in her hockey playing and the 2010 winner
was Georgina Everitt.
The Damian Timms Tennis Award
Now in its fourth year, the Damian Timms
Tennis Award 2010 went to Joseph McWilliams
and to Emilie Milton Stevens as the most
improved male and female tennis players
in the Sixth Form.
The Ash Bursary
The Ash Bursary for a deserving Catholic
student in the Sixth Form, bequeathed to Prior
Park College by the late Sidney and Mary Ash
is currently supporting one student through
the Upper VI year.
The Warren-Peachey Debating Contest
A beautiful leather bound volume, donated
to the College by former pupil, Brian WarrenPeachey (ex PPC 37) holds hand-written records
of the winners of the annual school debating
contest and remains on display in the trophy
cabinet in the Mansion Hall.
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Year Group

Representatives

Thanks to everybody who responded to last
year’s request to act as a point of contact for
their peers – please let us know if your details
do not appear correctly below. Offers to fill the
remaining vacancies would be very welcome.
We have sports reps for cricket, rugby, netball,
hockey and golf, but more within each sport
would be helpful and we have added music and
choir reps as a new category as we hope to
develop more musical events for alumni. None
of these is a job for life! – you can of course opt
out, subcontract to a friend or ask the PPA to
find a replacement. Please email Debbie O’Bryan
in the PPA Office on ppa@priorpark.co.uk
or call 01225 835353 ext 244. Thank you.
Q: What year group are you part of ?
A: Year groupings are determined by the
A Level or A2 summer, i.e. the Upper VI.
Thus if you left from the Upper V after GCSEs
or ‘O’Levels, then you would belong to the
Class of two years later than your actual year
of leaving. Academic years cover two calendar
years, so the U VI in the 00/01 school year,
become the Class of 01.
Class of 11	Nick Pitts			
gpitts@hotmail.co.uk
Fiona Kempster			
fifikempster@hotmail.co.uk
GeorgeTuckey			
tuckey93@hotmail.co.uk
Class of 10	Sophie Griffiths			
sophiegriffiths91@hotmail.com
Hannah Eyre			
dorydafish@hotmail.co.uk
Class of 09 Fiona Rae			
fionarae@hotmail.co.uk
Class of 08 Tom Yardley			
thomas@yardleyfamily.co.uk
Class of 07 vacancy
Class of 06 vacancy
Class of 05 vacancy
Class of 04	Elizabeth Munton-Blackledge
lizzmunton@hotmail.com
Class of 03 Anne-Marie Mould 		
marybell_uk@hotmail.com
Class of 02 vacancy
Class of 01 Matt Hayward			
mphayward@hotmail.com
Sophie Shaw			
soph_shaw@hotmail.com
Class of 00 Tula Penfold			
t_penfold@hotmail.com
Jake Heather			
jcbheather@googlemail.com
Class of 99	Sam Hill 			
samhill912@hotmail.com
Class of 98 Fionnuala Kennedy
fk@royalhospitalschool.org
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Helen Goodman (née O’Donovan)
hgoodman@prioprpark.co.uk
Class of 97 Chris Ash 			
chris@gviworld.com
Holly Hammill
hollyhammill@rfu.com
Class of 96	Andrea Palacios 			
andrea.s.palacios@gmail.com
Class of 95 Tim Hardie 			
timhardie@hotmail.com
Abigail Walsh 			
cathedralwind@yahoo.co.uk
Class of 94 vacancy
Class of 93	Simon Hewitt
simon.hewitt@audiopartnership.com
Class of 92 vacancy
Class of 91 Edmund Layet
ed.layet@yahoo.co.uk
Class of 90 vacancy
Class of 89	Nick Flanagan
nick.flanagan@homeoffice.gsi.gov.uk
John Richards
j.richards@scottbrownrigg.com
Class of 88 vacancy
Class of 87 vacancy		
Class of 86	Edward Mason
pem.mason@tiscali.co.uk
Class of 85 Mark Gallen 			
markgallen@me.com
Class of 84 Pierre Tanner
pierre@lbrd-photography.co.uk
Classes of 82 - 83 (‘The Lost Years’)		
Martin Fowler
martin.fowler1@ukonline.co.uk
Tony Jiggins 			
jiggs@btinternet.com
Class of 81 vacancy
Class of 80 vacancy
Class of 79 Christopher Liu 		
cscliu@aol.com
Class of the late 70s		
	William Van Heesewijk 		
vanh123@hotmail.com
Class of 75	Robin Fisher			
robin.6457@yahoo.fr
Simon Morgan			
simon@morganandrowe.com
Class of 74 Martin Bury			
martin.bury@capitalguidance.com
Classes of the early 70s
	Andrew Zulver
andrew@zulver.com
Class of 68 Tim Heining 			
timothyheining@hotmail.com
Terry Ilott
terryilott@aol.com
Classes of the mid 60s
vacancy
Classes of early 60s 		
	Ian Haddon
i.haddon@btinternet.com

Peter Hilton
peterhilton@waitrose.com
Classes of the late 50s
	Andy Owen
andrew.owen@uwclub.net
Classes of the early 50s 		
Patrick Mason
patrickmason137@btinternet.com
Classes of the late 40s
Rae Carter (address available from PPA Office)
Music Representatives:
Matthew Sackett
mbsackett1@gmail.com
Luke Nolan
nolan.l@hotmail.co.uk
Choir Representatives:
	Anna Playfair
anna.playfair1@gmail.com
Rhiannon Lampard
rhiannonlampard@hotmail.co.uk
Sports Representatives:
Rugby	Daniel Keepax
dkeepax@hotmail.com
Charles Fane-Gladwin
fane_g@hotmail.com
Ed Robinson
e9r@hotmail.co.uk
Cricket
Charile O'Brien
charles.obrien007@gmail.com
	George Harper 			
spinbowlerlegend@hotmail.com
	Ed Singleton
bingles10@hotmail.co.uk		
Ed Robinson
e9r@hotmail.co.uk
Old Boys Hockey
Lawrie Frere 			
lozf@hotmail.com
James Campbell
jimmyc.10@hotmail.co.uk
Tom Wheeler
tlwheeler88@googlemail.com
Hugo Harris
hugoharris@live.co.uk
Old Girls Hockey
Suzannah Angelo-Sparling
samas33@hotmail.com 		
Georgina Everitt 		
georginaeveritt@hotmail.com
	Giorgia Smith 			
giorgiasmith@live.co.uk
Sarah Dalrymple			
sarahdalrymple@hotmail.co.uk
Netball	Anne-Marie Layet 		
alayet@blueyonder.co.uk
Fiona Rae			
fionarae@hotmail.co.uk 		
	Giorgia Smith 			
giorgiasmith@live.co.uk
Golf
Mike Stevens 			
michael@stevensonline.org
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CALENDAR of events
PPA GOLF DAY

Friday 2 September 2011
- Venue: Bath Golf Club
- Alumni, staff, students and parents welcome
- bacon bap lunch from 12.15pm
- 18 holes of golf in the afternoon
- Presentation of prizes and two course
dinner from 7pm
Please contact Mike Stevens on
michaeljstevens@tiscali.co.uk
REUNION OF THE CLASS OF 1985
Saturday 3 September 2011
- Venue: Prior Park College
- Drinks reception, dinner and nostalgia!

REUNION OF THE CLASSES
OF 74, 75 & 76

TEN YEAR REUNION
This year it’s the Class of 2001

Saturday 10 September 2011
- Martin Bury, Simon Morgan and Robin 		
Fisher are organising a reunion at Prior for
all members of the classes of 74, 75 & 76
and their partners
- 11am tours of the College
- 12pm ploughman’s lunch in the Mansion Hall
- 2.30pm PPC 1st XV vs Monkton Combe
- 5pm old boys rugby (some of these old boys
lay claim to unbeaten rugby seasons!)
- 8pm evening drinks reception and dinner
at the College.

Saturday 26 November 2011
This year it’s the Class of 2001 co-ordinated
by Matt Hayward and Sophie Shaw

Please contact:
Martin Bury martin.bury@capitalguidance.com
Simon Morgan simon@morganandrowe.com
Please contact Mark Gallen on markgallen@me.com Robin Fisher robinfisher6457@gmail.com
OLD BOYS RUGBY

PPA DINNER

Saturday 10 September 2011
- College Rugby first XV at home versus 		
Monkton Combe kick off 2.30pm
- The 06/07 squad versus ‘all comers’
kick off at 5pm Monument Field
- BBQ supper and bar – all welcome –
players and spectators

Saturday 15 October 2011
- Venue: Prior Park College
- Guest of Honour Mr Patrick Tobin, first
lay Headmaster at PPC (1981 to 1989)
- Reunion group tables
- No requirement for black tie

Please contact Giles Pruett on
gpruett@priorpark.co.uk
- Next Old Girls Hockey fixture takes
place in September 2012

For tickets and details contact Debbie O’Bryan
on ppa@priorpark.co.uk
Sunday 16 October 2011
- Mass at 11am
- Sunday lunch

Please contact:
Please contact Debbie O’Bryan on
Giorgia Smith giorgiasmith@live.co.uk
ppa@priorpark.co.uk
Suzannah Angelo-Sparling samas33@hotmail.com
Georgina Everitt georginaeveritt@hotmail.com
Sarah Dalrymple sarahdalrymple@hotmail.co.uk

Contact Matt on mphayward@hotmail.com
and Sophie on soph_shaw@hotmail.com
OLD BOYS’ HOCKEY plus
OLD GIRLS’ NETBALL EVENT
Spring 2011 - date to be confirmed
Please contact Debbie O’Bryan on
ppa@priorpark.co.uk for more details
COLLEGE EVENTS
open to all former pupils
Yuletide Fair Sunday 20 November 2011
from 11.30am to 4pm in the Mansion
Evening Christmas Carol Service Tuesday 13
December 2011 in the Chapel
Former pupils are very welcome to attend
College events, including musical and dramatic
productions and details of these will be posted
on the PPA and College websites
Alumni DAY 2012
Date to be confirmed
- Mass 11am
- Ticketed Buffet Lunch for all (all day bar)
- Guided tours of the College
- Old Boys Cricket match
Please contact Debbie O’Bryan on
ppa@priorpark.co.uk
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‘Sometime lurk I in a gossip’s bowl’ *

* William Shakespeare

A Midsummer Night’s Dream
Act II, Scene I

How to contact the PPA
We are always delighted to hear from
PPA members. Please get in touch with
the PPA Secretary, Debbie O’Bryan
e: ppa@priorpark.co.uk
t: 01225 835353 ext 244
(Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays
during term-time)
We can help you
– Locate old friends and former teachers
– Publish your news in The Gossip Bowl magazine
– Log onto the PPA website and provide your
username/password details if you have 		
forgotten them
– Plan and advertise a reunion
Our website is accessed through the College
site www.thepriorfoundation.com and then by
clicking on Prior Park College, then the tab for
Former Pupils and, on the PPA page, there is a
text link to the site. News of all PPA events and
more can be found on the website together with
a pdf file archive of the Gossip Bowl magazine.
Where are you now?
For many years, this space has been used to list
PPA members with whom we have lost touch,
and to ask readers to help us reconnect with
them. This year, however, it’s time for something
a little different.
Recent research into old school records as far
back as 1939 has given us a list of names of
people who attended Prior Park but subsequently
lost touch with the school. These names,
combined with the usual returned mail, has given
us a longer list than usual. So we have grouped
the names by school years and passed them to
a few knowledgeable old boys and girls who
we hope may be able to help us track down our
‘missing alumni’.
If you think you might be able to help with this
research effort, please contact the PPA Office
(contact details above) and we will provide you
with a list of names of potential alumni from
your year group.
Any help would be greatly appreciated!
Editor – Debbie O’Bryan (ppa@priorpark.co.uk)
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